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City of Canning

Message from
the Mayor
I am pleased to present to the community the City of
Canning’s Annual Report for the year 2015/2016.
This is the first Annual Report for the new Council,
coming into office in October of 2015.
This first nine months of office has been incredibly
eventful. The new Councillors and I completed a
rigorous training program that has prepared us
well for our duties as Elected Members for the
community of the City of Canning.
I had the honour of officially opening the new Canning
War Memorial and Performance Stage at an event
marking the Day of Remembrance in November
2015. This was an incredibly moving ceremony and
showcased the fantastic new structure.
Also, in February 2016 I was pleased to welcome
the UNESCO Vietnamese Ede Gong Culture at the
Canning World Art Exchange on Shelley Beach
Foreshore. The event was again a celebration of
cultures which brought Vietnamese drummers, New
York dancers and local performers including our own
Canning Community Choir together at a very special
once off performance.
Early in 2016 I led the panel that selected a new
Chief Executive Officer for the City, Mr Arthur Kyron.
Mr Kyron, a West Australian, was General Manager
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Paul Ng
Mayor, City of Canning

for Waverley Council in New South Wales and was
previous CEO at the Towns of Victoria Park and
Claremont. He was instrumental in the development
of these localities to be both progressive and
vibrant, whilst remaining true to the community’s
vision. I feel confident Mr Kryon will be a very
valuable asset for the City of Canning, leading us
in a new exciting direction.
The City of Canning has a diverse and vibrant
community, full of life and vitality. The year ahead is
one of great opportunity and on behalf of the Council
I look forward to working with the community to
ensure our wonderful City grows and develops to
be one of the best communities in this State.
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Message from CEO, Arthur Kyron
While only being with the City of Canning since July
2016 does not qualify me to speak officially on behalf
of the City for this financial years report, I must
commend previous CEO Lyn Russell and past
Commissioners on their management of the City
during some very difficult times.
The City enters the 2016/17 year well poised to
strengthen its position as one of the most significant
metropolitan centres in Perth. Plans for the City
Centre and other strategic projects are well underway
and the City of Canning is now able to look to the
future with enthusiasm and optimism.
I look forward to being part of this journey.

Athanasios (Arthur) Kyron
Chief Executive Officer
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Our Elected Members

Paul Ng - Mayor
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Cr Patrick Hall - Bannister

Cr Ben Kunze - Bannister

Cr Lindsay Holland
Deputy Mayor Beeliar

Cr David Brown - Beeliar

Cr Christine Cunningham - Beeloo

Cr Pauline Tarrant - Beeloo

Cr Jesse Jacobs - Mason

Cr Ayse Martli - Mason

Cr Margaret Hall - Nicholson

Cr Tim Porter - Nicholson
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City of Canning - At a Glance
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45.8%

were born overseas

33%

from non-English
speaking backgrounds

94.5%

are employed
(of residents able to work)
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892 (1%)

Top 5 languages
spoken at home:
Mandarin, Cantonese,
Indonesian, Arabic,
Italian

Indigenous population

28%

median age

residents renting

Top 5
countries
of birth:
UK, Malaysia,
India, China,
New Zealand

ECONOMIC PROFILE

72,658
Local Jobs

7,862

Local Businesses
37,657 Rateable Properties of which

$620,561

2,547 are industrial

Rates collected
per annum

9.83 Billion

$54,335,170

Gross Regional Product (GRP)

COMMUNITY

Media House valuation of

2015/16

70,000 cars a day

Travel on Albany Highway

582 km

Length of roads

Total income

$110,293,401
2015/16

61,000 wheelie bins
Emptied each week

Current Investment
in Canning 2016/17

$600 M

(includes Carousel)

$90,000+

Savings per year due to
Solar Panels on buildings

6000+

189

Community Groups

85

Sporting Groups

11 Million

Visitors to Carousel
per year

440,000

Library Visitors per year

1 Million+

Leisureplex Visitors
per year

students and

15,000

other visitors to CREEC
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About Us
The City of Canning is located in Perth’s southeastern suburbs, approximately 10 kilometres from
the Perth CBD and covers an area of 65 square
kilometres. The City comprises of the suburbs of
Bentley, Cannington, East Cannington, Ferndale,
Lynwood, Parkwood, Queens Park, Riverton,
Rossmoyne, Shelley, Welshpool, Willetton, Wilson
and parts of St James, Canning Vale and Leeming.
The original inhabitants of the Canning area were the
Beeloo Nyungar Aboriginal people. The City of Canning
respects and celebrates the wonderful culture and
history of the original occupiers of this land.
In the early 19th century when European settlers
began to develop the Swan River Colony the granting
of large parcels of land to colonists began. The area
around the Swan and Canning Rivers soon became
scattered with fledgling farms and dairies, and small
villages began to flourish.
The Canning District was one of the earliest settled
areas in Perth. Despite the problems of isolation,
distance and chronic shortages of labour and
materials, the district began to grow.
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In 1843 the first step towards local government was
seen with the appointment of Trust Officers for the
Canning District by the Governor. The Trusts were
short-lived, however, as dissatisfaction with their
operation led to their dissolution in 1847. A Central
Board of Work was established to oversee local
development. Growth in the district continued, with
the Canning River playing a pivotal role as the major
highway to Perth from the out-lying settlements along
its banks. The ‘convict fence’ (so-called because it
was built by British convicts, whose transportation
had been requested by the labour-starved Colony),
can still be seen in the river near Shelley. Its jarrah
pilings were used to assist the navigation of barges
carrying sawn timber down-river from the Mason-Bird
Timber Company’s mill at Mason’s Landing. Francis
Bird’s family home, ‘Woodloes’, is now the most
important historic house in the City.
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“

One of the most
important areas in the
City is the beautiful
Canning River
Regional Park

”

‘Real’ local government arrived in the Colony in 1870
with the passage of the Municipal Council Act and
the Road Board Act. The first Canning Road Board
was elected on 8 February 1871. The Road Board
governed until 1907, when the district was divided,
the area constituted as a municipality, and the
Queens Park Municipal Council came into being. The
Council reverted to a Road Board in 1915, and in
1921 changed its name from the Queens Park Road
Board to the Canning District Road Board.

The 20th century saw Canning grow from a
semi-rural district to become part of the greater
metropolitan area of Perth. This development has
been reflected in changes in status over the years. In
1961 the Canning District became the Shire of
Canning, in 1971 the Shire became a Town, and
in 1979 the Town became the City of Canning.
Now, the City consists of a diverse and multicultural
population of over 100,000 people living, working
and enjoying the variety of public open space
available in the City of Canning.
One of the most important areas in the City is the
beautiful Canning River Regional Park which was
established in 1989 to protect the Canning River
wetlands, known to Aboriginal people as ‘Dyarlgard’.
The Canning River Regional Park contains some of
the best estuarine vegetation in the entire SwanCanning River system. In addition, there is a variety of
treks and park areas where the community explore,
exercise and enjoy some of the wonderful community
events the City provides.
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Our Vision
In the City we are proud to protect and enjoy our
unique natural environment and work together to
enhance the health, wellbeing and sustainability
of our community.
Our civic leaders are innovative and receptive
to our visions for our future. As a connected and
inclusive community, we enjoy quality lifestyles
and opportunities to live, work, play and do
business locally.

We strive to:
• Serve the people of the City of Canning with
sensitivity to their needs and, encapsulate as part
of its culture, the organisation’s motto – “Above
All-Service”.
• Provide for the convenience, comfort and safety
of all persons of the City.
• Ensure appropriate development and maintenance
of the amenities of every part of the City.
• Build a City of opportunities and one in which
people will be proud to live, work and recreate.
• Promote the economic development and
substantial growth of the City.
• Provide open and fair government for all residents
and ratepayers.
• Safeguard the health and welfare of those who
reside or work within the City.
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Our Values
Our Values, chosen by the staff, are the fundamental
guiding principles of how we work and interact with
each other and our customers.
By aligning our behaviour to our values, we will create
a happy, healthy and rewarding workplace.
Our Values are:

Safe and Supportive
We are respectful, helpful and communicative
with each other which creates safe and supportive
workplaces that nurture the wellbeing of our
colleagues and their families.

Professional
We are one team of professionals working and
learning together, with innovation and creativity,
to deliver the City’s strategic goals.
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Accountable and Honest
We are honest, ethical and accountable, and in
serving the community of Canning we make fair,
impartial and timely decisions.

Responsible
We are the guardians of our community’s quality
of life by sustainably managing its social, natural and
built environment without compromising opportunities
for future generations.

Caring
We treat the community with respect, courtesy and
sensitivity whilst recognising their interests, rights,
safety and welfare.
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“

Responsible
We are the guardians of our
community’s quality of life
by sustainably managing
its social, natural and
built environment without
compromising opportunities
for future generations.

”
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Our Senior Team
1 July 2015 – 30 June 2016

Arthur Kyron
Chief Executive Officer
27 June - 30 June 2016

Steve Atwell

Graeme Bride

Dr Mike Mouritz

Tania Trengove

Garry Adams

Director Infrastructure
and Environment

Director Planning
and Regulation

Director Economic
Development

Director Community
Development

Director Corporate
Services

Lyn Russell PSM
Chief Executive Officer
1 July 2015 - May 2016
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Progress against our
Strategic Community Plan
The Strategic Community Plan is the community
vision and one of many tools that guide the future
direction of our City. The City has demonstrated its
commitment to Sustainability through the adoption of
a Sustainability Policy and integrating the sustainability
principles into the Strategic Community and Corporate
Business Plan processes. The five theme areas are:
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• Natural Environment – Our place in nature.
• Our Community – Connecting and supporting people.
• Built Environment – Living and moving around.
• Prosperity – Working and doing business in Canning.
• Leadership and Governance – How we decide.
The City is delighted to provide you with an overview
of our progress against the Strategic Community Plan.
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Community
Perceptions
Survey
In May-June 2015 the City undertook a Community
Perceptions Survey. The City has undertaken this
survey in 2011, 2013 and 2015. The survey helps
to evaluate community priorities and measure
performance against the Strategic Community Plan.
It also provides the City a benchmark against other
participating local governments. 400 phone surveys
were conducted with a random and representative
sample of residents. The full report can be viewed
on the City’s website:

What the Canning
community
say we do well
The results revealed that the City is doing very well,
performing consistently or trending up, with only a
handful of slight drops in some areas.
• Overall 93% of respondents are satisfied with the
City as a place to live.
• 80% of respondents are satisfied with the City as a
governing organisation.
The City is also the local government leader in
two areas:
• ‘Access to health and community services’

In each section of the Strategic Community
Plan’s progress, you will see a blue circle
that contains a relevant result from the 2015
Community Perception Survey

• And the City’s ‘page in the community newspaper’.
The City had many achievements over the 2015/16
year. Many would not be possible without collaboration
with various partners. The City would like to
acknowledge the many State and local government,
private and public organisations and community
members that it has worked with this year.
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Natural Environment –
Our Place in Nature
We enjoy and aim to protect our natural environment, taking responsibility by working
together to be an environmentally aware community.

SUSTAINABILITY AND
ENVIRONMENT ADVISORY GROUP

• Raise the profile of sustainability and the
environment in Council activities and planning.

The City formed a Sustainability and Environment
Advisory Group in June of 2016. The group is made
up of two Council members and ten members of the
community. The objectives of the Sustainability and
Environment Group is to:

• Advocate for sustainability principles and the
conservation of natural areas.

• Provide strategic advice to the City, and in turn
Council, on issues that affect the natural and built
areas of the City.

• Promote environmental best practice.
• Consider and recommend options for future
projects and initiatives that will enhance
organisational and community sustainability
and environmental conservation.

Efforts to
maintain and
enhance the river
82% (2015) from 73%
(2013) of respondents
are satisfied
Community Perceptions Survey
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SUSTAINABILITY

• Nyoongar storytelling evenings

The City has two areas of focus for sustainability
education and awareness, Community and Corporate.

• A series of workshops including:

Community
The Community Sustainability Program provides
a number of educational and community building
initiatives including the:
• Switch Your Thinking! Program
• Educational Sustainable Living Guide located on the
City’s website
• Sustainability Grants
• Residential Sustainability Audits

- Sustainable Building and Real Estate
- How to Start Your Own Green Business
- Sustainable Christmas Gift Making
- Converting Wood from the Waste Stream Into
Something new
- How to Incorporate Bush Tucker Into Your
Own Garden.
Corporate
The purpose of the Corporate Sustainability Program is
to embed sustainability thinking into the City’s culture,
strategic planning and decision making processes.
Highlights of this program included:

• Garage Sale Trail
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• A survey of employees to identify the level of
awareness and the sustainability culture at the City as
well as the strengths and weaknesses of the Program.
• The City’s Employee Induction Training includes the
promotion of our educational sustainability video and
our sustainability plans. The video is available on the
City’s website.
• The City developed a draft Climate Change Action Plan
to address the risks associated with Climate Change.
• Departmental sustainability workshops were held
where participants produce a Sustainability Action
Plan for their department.
• The establishment of ‘Sustainability Representatives’
for each department in order to drive the
departmental Sustainability Action Plans.
• The City established a Sustainable Built Form
Working Group to develop and implement initiatives
to encourage a more sustainable built form in the
City of Canning.
• Breakout Sessions on sustainability basics were
created and delivered to staff during lunchtimes.
• Sustainability Star Awards were introduced to
recognise the achievements of individuals and teams
for their work towards embedding sustainability into
the City’s culture, strategic planning and decision
making processes.
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CANNING RIVER ECO
EDUCATION CENTRE (CREEC)
Sustainability Education
Over 6000 students from 98 primary and secondary
schools across Perth and surrounding areas
participated in CREEC’s environmental education
programs throughout the year. CREEC provided
curriculum-based workshops for 270 teachers from
various schools in the areas of science, sustainability
and indigenous culture.
Earth Day Expo
CREEC invited 530 primary school students and 21
environmental organisations to celebrate International
Earth Day in April this year. This event encouraged
young people to think creatively and critically about
how to generate sustainable change. The Department
of Education WA continues to provide funding for the
delivery of CREEC education programs for schools.
Cockatoo KIDS Club
The expansion of the Cockatoo KIDS Club across
the Cockburn district has increased the benefit to
Cockatoo KIDS Club members, with the opportunity
for children aged 6 to 15 years to engage in twice
the number of nature-based activities across both
regions. With support from the City of Cockburn and
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Native ARC, 120 children participated in school holiday
activities including native animal rescue, native planting
and Turtle Watch.

activities that celebrated science and its relevance
in our everyday lives. Around 3000 members of the
general public participated.

Community Information Sessions

Little Green Steps

CREEC continued to offer a range of information
sessions and workshops to the general community
on topics such as how to create bird friendly gardens,
recipes for great compost and how to contribute to
real life science research online.

In January, the City identified an opportunity to support
early childhood educators to embed more sustainable
practices in early learning settings, such as day care
centres, out of school care, family day care groups,
kindergartens and play groups; of which there are
close to 80 within the City. The City sponsored a
six month pilot program, Little Green Steps, which
was delivered by the Australian Association for
Environmental Education WA in partnership with the
City’s Sustainability Team. A series of workshops were
hosted at CREEC that introduced early childhood
educators to a practical approach to sustainability.
The City is seeking to build on and extend the
outcomes of this pilot program next year.

Community Science Expo
During National Science Week, CREEC hosted the
Community Science Expo in partnership with the
Australian Association for Environmental Education
WA, the South East Regional Centre for Urban
Landcare, the Department of Parks and Wildlife and
Inspiring Australia. There were 68 volunteers and 33
external organisations who contributed to a range of
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Our Community – Connecting
and Supporting People
We are a connected and inclusive community and work collaboratively towards
ensuring the health, safety and wellbeing of all.

COMMUNITY ADVISORY GROUP
The City of Canning created a Community Advisory
Group this financial year, which consists of two Council
members and numerous members of the community.
The objectives of the Community Advisory Group are:
• Broadly represent community views on matters
brought before the CAG;
• Raise issues and opportunities which relate to the
community; and

Level of
customer
service
81% (2015) from 80%
(2013) of respondents
are satisfied.
Community Perceptions Survey

• Provide advice to the City, and in turn Council,
on issues affecting the community.

DISABILITY SERVICES
The City provides support and accommodation
seven days a week to people living with a disability in
Canning. In particular the City:
• Provided over 23,000 hours of support in
accommodation and respite services;
•P
 rovided 17 people with accommodation in our
housing program. This includes daily support
and assistance to enable residents to live in
community homes;
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• Provides a Family Respite service which offers
either in-home or out of home care that enables
the carer (usually a family member) a break from
their role. It also supports the person with a
disability to participate in their community;
• Provides school holiday programs that are fully
supported activities for school age children living
with a disability in Canning;
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• Met all of the six sector Standards (in the National
Standards for Disability Service, in the delivery
of quality services criteria). The services were
evaluated independently by the Disability Services
Commission and the City’s services have been
accredited to continue the provision of services.

YOUTH & FAMILY SERVICES
The City’s Youth and Family Service provides a range
of services to both mainstream and ‘at risk’ young
people and their families.
The core services offered in this plan Youth
Accommodation and Youth Activities.
In the 2015-2016 period the notable
achievements were:
• The establishment of the Canning/Gosnells
Collaborative Youth Action Network (CAN) and
the LINK Early Years Group which both assist to
better connect local service providers on issues and
trends developing in the south-east corridor;

• Provided youth accommodation to 22 young
people at risk of homelessness;
• Over 6015 young people visited our three Youth
Activity Centres;
• The Parenting Teens Program – in partnership with
CLAN WA – delivered two sessions on About Boys
and The Five Love Languages of Children;
• The Young Parent’s Program which is a partnership
between City of Canning, Communicare Inc. and
Parenting WA (Department of Local Government &
Communities) delivered programs to support young
parents so they can upskill and stay engaged in
education and training;
• The delivery of a 3 on 3 Youth Basketball
Tournament at Cannington Leisureplex in
November. Over 95 young people participated,
with over 200 people cheering them on;

• The delivery of the LINK Early Years Group Toddler
Play Day at Kent Street Weir in March 2016. Over
100 parents and children attended the event;

• Four separate school holiday programs were
delivered this financial year. Over 135 young people
attended activities during July and October 2015,
and January and April 2016;

• The delivery of two ‘Healthier Lives’ youth
festivals in Lynwood and Willetton in partnership
with the Red Cross, South Metro Public Health
Unit and Department for Local Government
and Communities;

• The annual National Youth Week event which took
place in April this year, included a Liquid Pool Party
and Disco held at the Riverton Leisureplex. Over 55
young people either attended and/or assisted with
the planning and delivery of the event;
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• The delivery of the Families Fiesta in May which was
a series of fun family events held across Families
Week and included Family Rhyme Time, Parenting
Seminars, fun runs in the park and a community
BBQ. This was a partnership between the Cities
of Canning and Gosnells, Communicare Inc. and
Parenting WA;
• The delivery of two BMX, Scooter and Skateboard
events in October 2015 and April 2016 at Willetton
Skate Park – Over 250 young people attended each
competition, which included over 100 competitors
across two skill divisions; and
• The delivery of the Summer Community BBQ
Series, delivered in the suburbs of Bentley,
Lynwood and Willetton.

CARE SERVICES
Care Services provides support, residential services
and seniors’ accommodation to over 2000 clients
and residents throughout the community.
Over 20,000 hours of support were delivered to
people in their own homes, and in the City’s Day
Centres. Funding has been secured to provide a
further 4,000 hours in 2016-17.
Over 40,000 affordable and nutritious meals were
delivered by the Meals on Wheels service, and over
45,000 subsidised journeys were provided by HACCfunded Transport Services.
Canning Lodge, the City’s Aged Care Facility,
continued to provide residential care to the most
vulnerable seniors in our community, with 40 rooms
for permanent residents and 2 respite rooms.
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Home Care Packages celebrated its first full
year of providing support to 125 clients under
the Consumer Directed Care (CDC) model. Care
Services is also working towards integrating all its
community services into the Commonwealth Home
Support Program by 2018.
The City’s 100 volunteers were recognised for their
contribution in all aspects of Care Services in events
held in May and December.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
This year has seen Community Development grow
with the addition of a Cultural Development Officer to
the team.
Community groups continue to be supported through
the team’s capacity building approach and over 60
community groups in the area have been supported
to flourish with this number continuing to grow.

EVENTS
The City hosted 19 vibrant events that celebrated
the diverse range of social, cultural and age groups
in our community, increasing opportunities for
positive social interaction and participation. The
season attracted over 60,000 people including
families, seniors, youth, people from culturally
and linguistic diverse backgrounds and Canning’s
Aboriginal community. Highlights included the
traditional New Year’s Day fireworks, the opening
of the new ANZAC Centenary War Memorial on
Armistice Day, and the third Canning World Arts
Exchange production “The Myth of Gong and Drum”
that hosted International Vietnamese gong artists
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performing with local arts organisations in a night
of music and dance.
The events season facilitated and supported local
performers, community/cultural groups, organisations
and individuals to be involved, feel empowered and
part of their community.
In addition, the City embarked on several capacity
building exercises with local organisations to run
a week’s worth of activities and special events for
Seniors Week, Families Week, and Heritage Week.

• There were over 40 grants provided across the
areas of arts and culture, community, sustainability
and sports this financial year.

CLUB DEVELOPMENT
• This was the first year the annual clubs conference
was opened to the wider community. Over 100
participants came along to learn about the changes
to incorporation rules, marketing and media, cultural
awareness, social media and the opportunity to
chat and connect with each other.

This year saw over $145,000 allocated to support
community grants.

• A large focus of this year has been on bridging
sports programs and supporting opportunities
increasing participation of the CALD community
(culturally and linguistically diverse).

• 56 young people were supported to represent WA
across a diversity of sports from cheerleading, figure
skating, gymnastics, rugby, hockey and many more.

• Ongoing development workshops have been held
for club volunteers, with the City hosting the first
breakfast workshop which was a great success.

GRANTS
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RANGER AND COMMUNITY
SAFETY SERVICES
The City’s Ranger and Community Safety Service
is available to residents 24 hours a day, seven days
a week. The Service aims to discourage anti-social
behaviour in our communities and provide assistance
with relevant legislation and local law matters. Officers
respond to over 10,000 customer requests per year.
In 2016 the City expanded its existing Holiday Watch
Patrols. Residents can register to have their property
patrolled regularly while they are away. This service
comes at no additional cost to the resident.
This financial year Officers were provided with new
tablet devices to enable them to respond and update
customer requests in the field. This has resulted in
more rapid resolutions of customer enquiries.
Over the last three customer surveys, the service
maintained an average score of 91%. This indicates
Ranger and Community Safety Service customers on
average, believe the service is Very Good or Excellent.
A trial of bicycle patrols in City reserves was undertaken
this financial year, with the aim to create stronger links
with the community. The trial received positive feedback
from residents and is continuing into the 2016/17 year.
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SAFE COMMUNITIES
The City renewed its Community Safety and Crime
Prevention Plan this financial year. A dedicated
community consultation program in OctoberNovember 2015 guided the development of a draft
five-year Community Safety and Crime Prevention Plan
which will be presented to Council in late 2016.
The City continues to be actively involved in a number
of ongoing safety partnerships with key stakeholders
such as Canning Neighbourhood Watch, Cannington
and Canning Vale Police, and the local government
community safety networks.
 he SAFE Communities team continued to undertake
T
a range of community engagement activities focused
on raising awareness of crime prevention in the local
area. These included attendance at local community
events and targeted promotional activities at a range
of shopping centres and City facilities.
The City partnered with six other local governments
and the WA South East Metropolitan Police District
for the ‘Gone in less than 60 seconds’ campaign.
The aim of the campaign is to minimise theft from
motor vehicles in the South East Metropolitan district
by improving public awareness of how quickly thefts
from motor vehicles can occur.
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The City’s ewatch program continues to grow with
almost 2000 residents now receiving regular emails
about crime prevention.

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
The City continues to review and strengthen its
Emergency Management Plans to ensure the
community is well prepared for any major emergency.
A multi-purpose Education Trailer has been created for
use at community events. The trailer can also be used
to provide opportunities for evacuees to bring their
pets to approved locations adjoining Welfare Centres
in the event of an emergency. This initiative recognises
the importance of maintaining animal/owner links as
part of the Community Recovery Process.

LEISURE FACILITIES
Riverton Leisureplex
• Over 771,000 visitors attended the Riverton
Leisureplex in 2015/2016.
• 514,807 of these visits were for the aquatic facilities
and swim school program.
• 19,238 children and adults enrolled in swimming
lessons, squad training and lifesaving lessons.
• Gym and group fitness classes had a 6% growth,
exceeding 145,000 visits.
• Community groups and individuals utilised the
Crèche, Tumblers Kids Gym and Function
Centre with a total of 98,238 visits.
• Riverton Leisureplex is an accredited Waterwise
Aquatic Centre with the Western Australian

Water Corporation and has a dedicated water
management efficiency program.
• The City installed a Geothermal Bore for the
purpose of heating the pools air and water. This
project was completed in October 2015. The bore
reinforces the City’s commitment to sustainability,
saving 588 tonnes of carbon emissions and
$170,000 in energy costs per year.
• The Centre was successful in achieving 99%
overall customer satisfaction in the annual Yardstick
Visitors survey.
• The Riverton Leisureplex was a finalist for
“Metropolitan Provider of the Year’ in 2015 Living
Longer Living Stronger Program.
• Riverton Leisureplex Instructor Michael Brown
was the Winner of the Instructor of the Year Award
(Metropolitan) in 2015 Living Longer Living Stronger
program awards.
• Riverton Leisureplex provides several targeted
activities for seniors which have been a great
success this year, including:
- Living Longer Living Stronger
- Seniors Club Membership
- Prime Movers
- Active Life Rehabilitation
• In June 2016 the City launched a MATEs program at
Riverton. MATE is an innovative programme aimed
at optimising health and wellness opportunities
for people living with medical conditions and/or
disabilities. MATE helps people to enjoy the support
and benefits of water by using local swimming pools
with their family, friends or carers.
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Cannington Leisureplex
• Over 435,000 visitors attended the Cannington
Leisureplex in 2015/2016.
• 242,263 of these visits were for the aquatic facilities
and swim school program.
• 9,369 children and adults enrolled in swimming
lessons, squad training and lifesaving lessons.
• Gym and Group Fitness classes had a 10% growth,
exceeding 66,000 visits.
• Community groups and individuals utilised the
sports courts, indoor playground and function
centre with over 108,000 visits.
• The Centre was successful in achieving 92%
overall customer satisfaction in the annual Yardstick
Visitors survey.

• Cannington Leisureplex is an accredited Waterwise
Aquatic Centre with the Western Australian
Water Corporation and has a dedicated water
management efficiency program.
• The Centre continues to be utilised by Community
Groups with their programs welcoming diversity.
These include:
- Dar Al-arqam Arabic School – teaching English as
Second Language (ESL);
- Better Health Program – Free fun school term
program for kids to become fitter, healthier
and happier;
- Royal Life Saving WA provides women-only
swimming lessons and afterschool multicultural
swimming lessons subsided by Communicare;
- Nulsen Haven;
- Ngala (parent focus group);
- Programs catering for seniors include: Prime
Movers, Living Longer Living Stronger, Seniors
Badminton and Seniors Club;
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• Cannington Leisureplex provides a variety of
recreation opportunities for people living with
special needs, including:
- ROADs (Recreational Opportunities for Adults with
Disabilities) – a parent run group for young adults.
- 1 on 1 swimming lessons
- Vacation Care
- Line Dancing
- Interwork – a fun and social sports session.
• Some specialised health services include:
-A
 rche Health - Diabetic Exercise programs
-B
 odymech – Exercise Physiology and
rehabilitation
-C
 ommunity Physiotherapy
-C
 annington Physiotherapy.

HERITAGE
Council adopted a review of the Municipal Heritage
Inventory in October 2015. New additions for
assessment are being sought and development
of a Heritage List for the Town Planning Scheme
is planned.
There were a number of heritage programs including
the State Heritage Festival, Seniors Week and WA
Day as well as talks to local groups.
Work commenced on gathering Aboriginal history
in Canning as part of the development of a future
Reconciliation Action Plan.

LIBRARIES
Over 441,000 members of the community came
through the doors of the four Canning Libraries
in 2015/16 - to engage in various programming
activities, borrow books (digital and hardcopy),
study, read the papers, to browse the internet,
or just relax.

• The Libraries continued to host Read Write Now
Tutors, the Tax Help program and to provide online
access to “Your Tutor”- an online one-to-one
tutoring program for junior members.
• The City entered into a partnership with
Volunteering WA to establish the Canning Volunteer
Gateway which supports Canning residents seeking
to engage in volunteering activities across the
Community. This is hosted by Riverton Library.
• The Library service continued to grow its online
digital content.
• The Library service hosted numerous author talks,
learning programs, and children’s programs with
over 12,000 adult and children participants.
• The Library service collaborated with Bentley
Community Focus, the Office of Multicultural
interests (OMI) and local schools in the Bentley area
to produce a Community Book – My Place, Your
Place, Our Place.
• Willetton Library was a recipient of an Adult
Learners Week Award for their commitment to Adult
Learners week and running focused programs and
events in this space.

WOODLOES HOMESTEAD –
ARTEFACT INVENTORY
Heritage consultants were engaged to compile
an inventory of artefacts located at the Woodloes
Homestead site. This project was funded by the City
and will result in 4,000 artefacts being identified and
categorised according to their interpretation value
and provenance to the City of Canning.
This inventory will provide the Canning District
Historical Society, who hold ownership of the
artefacts, with a catalogue which can be used as the
basis for managing the objects and in particular those
with significant historical value.
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Built Environment – Living and
Moving Around
We live in a place with a variety of quality
lifestyle opportunities with a diverse, safe
and integrated transport system.

ASSETS AND PROPERTY
Kent Street Weir Upgrade
The Department of Water’s planning for the $4.8 million
upgrade of the Kent Street Weir continued throughout
the year with a projected construction program of 4-6
months commencing in October / November 2016.
This upgrade will provide an automated weir gate
operation, the replacement of a permanent walkway
and a new fishway across the Weir.
The Weir was built in 1927 to prevent salt water
moving up river to the irrigated orchards and market
gardens. It is being upgraded to enable its asset
transfer to the Department of Parks and Wildlife, as it
is now primarily providing an ecological function.
The City is working with both State Government
departments to ensure our community and our local
environment is considered during the upgrade, both
during construction as well as in the final design.
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Access to
housing that
meets your needs
81% (2015) from 76%
(2013) of respondents
are satisfied.
Community Perceptions
Survey

Sustainable Energy (Utility Revolving) Fund
The Utility Revolving Fund was established to fund
renewable energy projects, water and energy efficiency
measures that provide a strong financial return.
The total monetary savings associated with energy and
waste reduction measures was just under $105,000
for this financial year. The associated savings in carbon
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emissions is estimated at 450 tonnes of CO2. This is
the equivalent of removing 95 passenger vehicles from
the roads for one year.
Upgrade of Solar Panels to 100 Kw
Works have been initiated to upgrade the solar panel
systems at the Civic and Administration Building, the
Cannington Leisureplex and Riverton Leisureplex
from 30 Kw to 100kw. It is expected the upgrades will
provide an increase in electricity generation in excess
of 300,000kWh per year, estimated to save the City
an additional $60,000 per year on electricity bills. The
total volume of carbon emissions expected to be
saved per year from these three systems is in excess
of 360 tonnes of CO2 per year. This is the equivalent of
greenhouse gas emissions from 48 passenger vehicles
driven for one year or carbon sequestered by 5,700
tree seedlings grown for ten years.
Conversion of Riverton Leisureplex and Carpark
Lighting to LED
Twenty nine carpark lights across five sites were
upgraded and converted from 70/150 watt lamps
to 63 watt LED lamps. The total cost savings based

on reduced energy consumption is estimated to be
$31,000 over their lifetime.
Replacement of existing lighting with energy efficient
LED lighting at the Riverton Leisureplex is estimated to
save over 40,000 kWh of electricity consumption per
year, with a total saving of over $8,000 per year. The
two projects combined save an estimated 38 tonnes
of CO2 emissions per year which is the equivalent of
taking eight passenger vehicles off
the road for one year.
Drone Technology for Asset Inspections
Drone technology is being used to inspect roofs of
City buildings and assist in evaluating roof condition
for asset management purposes. By using the drones
the City can identify any preventative maintenance
required and inspect gutters while eliminating the risk
of personal injury from working at heights.
The report detailing overall roof condition, areas of
interest and hundreds of high definition photos are
analysed to determine whether any preventative
maintenance is required. All data has been uploaded to
the asset management system as a point of reference.
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Riverton Bridge Remediation

Refurbishment of Canning Vale Tennis and
Basketball Courts
Repair and resurfacing works of the Canning Vale
Tennis Courts and Canning Vale Basketball Courts
were completed this financial year. The Education
department partnered with the City in this project,
contributing 37.5% of the total costs. The courts are
available for hire to the general public as well as the
Canning Vale Primary School.
Roof Replacement and Building Condition
Upgrade Works
Building upgrade work at Shelley Park Sports Facility,
Koolan Drive Shelley, has been completed. Upgrade
works included the removal of material containing
asbestos and the facility is now considered asbestos free.
Roof replacement and building condition upgrade
work was carried out at the Willetton Reserve Pavilion
and the Willetton Reserve Scouts and Guides Hall.
The existing tiled roofs were deteriorated resulting in
high maintenance costs. These were replaced with
metal. Asbestos was also removed from the Willetton
Reserve Pavilion verandah linings and ceilings.
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Riverton Bridge remediation works including the
upgrading of the bridge structure, cleaning and
repairing the timber piles beneath the bridge
carriageway and repairing the rock abutments
were completed during the year.
The work received full funding in the form of a
$400,000 grant from Main Roads WA and the WA
Local Government Grants Commission.
Stormwater Condition Assessment
The City continued to refine and validate its asset
management processes and documentation with the
intention of providing asset management plans for all
of the City’s primary asset classes.
An example of the activities undertaken is the condition
assessment of a portion of the City’s extensive storm
water drainage network. This information will inform
the network’s management program.
The City’s stormwater network has a replacement
value of $109 million, being the third highest
replacement cost by asset category following roads
and buildings. This condition inspection program
looked at 312 sections of pipe drainage totalling
11.15km which is about 2% of the network.
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Better physical attribute and condition data will
enable the asset management team to develop
stormwater deterioration models. These models will
help determine forward works programs in a reliable
and repeatable manner.

ENGINEERING AND
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES
The major focus of Engineering and Construction
Services operations continued to be on the
preservation of the City’s road network. Approximately
$9.6 million was spent on road improvement, road
rehabilitation, road resurfacing, traffic management,
footpath construction, street lighting and drainage
improvements during this financial year.
Road rehabilitation projects, utilising foam stabilisation
technology which caters for heavy traffic volumes
were implemented on sections of Ranford Road,
Burrendah Boulevard, Nicholson Road and
Welshpool Road.
Road resurfacing projects were undertaken on Karel
Avenue, Centenary Avenue, Channon Street, Doust
Street, Redcliffe Street and Manley Street.
The City undertook traffic management projects at
the Nicholson Road – Lynwood Avenue intersection,
Ranford Road bus lane, Ranford Road – Baile Road
west traffic signal installation, Tyre Avenue cul-de-sac,
Station Street centre blister island, Metcalfe Road –
Lynwood Avenue roundabout and Bungaree Road –
Teaguer Street traffic islands.

Footpath upgrade projects included John Street,
Betula Street, Ashburton Street, Station Street and
Riley Road.
Drainage improvements to address flooding issues
were also undertaken along Annie Street, Davesia
Mews, Kinnerton Park, Purley Crescent, Batten
Street and Rossmoyne Drive.
• The City’s Planning Services received a total of 1077
applications generating an income of $928,689.07.
• The City’s Building Services received a total of 1893
applications* generating an income of $548,040.41.
• Local Commercial and Activity Centre Strategy
October 2015.
• Integrated Transport Strategy August 2015.
• Local Planning Strategy draft completed and forwarded
to the Western Australian Planning Commission.
Council adopted the Commercial Land Assets Strategy
this financial year. This will result in the City maximising
the use of surplus land assets owned by the City. Where
appropriate this land is leased, sold or developed in
order to reduce the reliance on rates and generate
income sources to fund improvements to public open
space and biodiversity strategies. The Commercial Land
Asset Strategy is also charged with the role of identifying
key property investment opportunities that can also be
a source of ongoing income streams, to fund future
projects of benefit to the general community.
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LANDSCAPE DESIGN &
CONSTRUCTION
The new Canning War Memorial & Events Stage,
located in the Civic Precinct, was officially launched
in November 2015. The new facility provides an
opportunity for more members of the community
to attend the annual Anzac Service within the
picturesque gardens at the rear of the City of Canning
Civic & Administration building. The Events Stage
will replace the need to hire a stage to hold musical,
cultural and entertainment events. The stage is also
available for hire.
The Gabbilju to Wadjup Walk Trail
The City installed 32 information points at 19
locations along the Shelley Rossmoyne Foreshore
from Yagan Reserve in Rossmoyne to Fern Park in
Wilson. Designed by Susan Harris of Eco Media, the
information points provide visitors with information
about the history and ecology of the foreshore.
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Kinnerton Park Landscape Works
The basin of the Kinnerton Park was remodelled
to enable stormwater to drain more efficiently. In
conjunction with these works a planted damp-land area
was created to reduce grass cover and improve the
ecological value of the park, and new pathways were
installed to improve access in and around the park.
Sikh Heritage Trail, Adenia Park
The City constructed the first phase of a trail at Adenia
Park, Riverton. This was carried out in cooperation
with the Department of Parks and Wildlife and the
Sikh Heritage Association. Adenia Park is a significant
site of heritage for the Sikh community. A grant from
Lotterywest, managed by the City, will further develop
the trail within the setting of the park, whilst maintaining
the park availability for the broader community.
Kent Street Weir Local Area Management Plan
Council endorsed the vision of an integrated
management plan for Kent Street Weir parkland.
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The area is becoming increasingly popular and requires
a long term plan to ensure that the attractiveness of
the natural environment is protected whilst allowing the
community to enjoy the space.
Queens Park Streetscape Development
As part of the upgrade of Sevenoaks Street and the
surrounds of Queens Park Railway Station, the City’s
engineering and landscape design teams have worked
cooperatively with the Public Transport Authority
to plan and develop an attractive and user friendly
precinct. It will ultimately form a small town centre for
the Queens Park location.

PARKS OPERATIONS

Queens Park Reserve
A sand insertion project to improve the sports turf
surface drainage was carried out at Queens Park
Reserve. A compost soil inserting machine was
modified to create vertical sand channels throughout
the entire playing surface. These vertical channels have
become a pathway for water to drain into the subsoil
during times of heavy rainfall allowing senior football to
continue to be played on a firm turf surface throughout
the winter season.
Shelley Beach Park Bore
A new bore was installed at Shelley Beach Park to
assist with watering the Northerly end of the reserve.

Sports Ground Renovations

PEST CONTROL

Turf renovations were completed on all of the City’s
active playing surfaces. Turf renovation plays an
important role in the City providing the best possible
playing surfaces when switching from the impact
sports of winter (soccer & AFL) where players are often
tackled into the turf, to the ball rolling sports of summer
(cricket) where a fast outfield is demanded.

The City undertook pest control inspections and
treatments on approximately 400 of Council’s
buildings and assets including community centres,
halls, toilets, change rooms, libraries, sporting
facilities, playgrounds, verges and parks. There were
182 service requests actioned. Pest control was
mainly targeted at rodents, termites, bees, spiders,
cockroaches and ants.
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Centenary Avenue Foreshore Erosion Control

CONSERVATION
Natural Areas Management
On-ground maintenance was undertaken on 42
conservation sites including Bannister Creek, Canning
River Regional Park, McDowell Street Bushland,
Queens Park Bushland and Shelley Rossmoyne
Foreshore. The City, both independently and alongside
local community volunteer groups and specialist
contractors worked to control weeds, monitor
populations of threatened and priority flora and fauna,
rescue wildlife and controlled feral pests such as foxes,
cats and rabbits. Restoration activities also occurred,
including the planting of native vegetation and the
repair of eroded river bank areas, native seed collection
and litter collection.
Bannister Creek Living Stream
The section of Bannister Creek downstream from
Iveston Road, Lynwood was re-contoured and
landscaped in partnership with the South East Centre
for Urban Landscape to improve the ecological function
of the area and water flow of the creek. Public access
and recreation were enhanced along the banks.
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Erosion control works were undertaken along a section
of Centenary Avenue foreshore near Shelley Bridge
which included the installation of a new fence and the
planting of native vegetation. The works were part
funded by a Riverbank grant from the Department of
Parks and Wildlife.
Black Creek Wetland
The City was successful in obtaining funding from
the State NRM Community Grant Program 2015
for the Black Creek Biodiversity and Water Quality
Enhancement Project. The removal of the Typha
weeds and other unwanted vegetation from four
basins was also completed.
Organisation Manual - Environmental
Community Group
The City created a new Environmental Volunteer
Manual. This manual will aid environmental groups
to carry out their work with guidance from the City,
ensuring that they have work plans and adequate
insurance to ensure their ongoing sustainability. The City
also held an occupational safety and health workshop to
provide further information to these groups.
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Water Quality Monitoring

Maniana Wetland

Ongoing water quality monitoring was carried out in
the Bull Creek and Bannister Creek Catchments, in
partnership with the South East Regional Centre for
Urban Landcare. Water and sediment was tested
for metals, nutrients, surfactants, herbicides and
pesticides, hydrocarbon and physical parameters.
This information provides baseline data for the City for
integrated catchment management.

An environmentally sensitive drainage outlet was
created to link to a new development on Whitlock
Road in Queens Park. The outlet moves all runoff from the new development into a specially
landscaped “wetland area” in the Maniana Wetland
conservation site. This water sensitive design initiative
was implemented in consultation with the Friends of
Queens Park Bushland.

Planting Events

Vegetation Monitoring

The City organised community planting days at
Prendwick Reserve (school planting with Rostrata
Primary – 1,000 plants), Black Creek in Queens Park
(National Tree Day – 2,000 plants), The Escarpment
(community planting – 500 plants) and Hawkesbury
Lake (community planting – 500 plants). A corporate
planting day for the City of Canning employees was
held with almost 1,000 plants including banksia trees
for the black cockatoos being put in the ground at the
Ranford Road Bushland in Canning Vale. The City also
planted approximately 2,500 seedlings at other project
sites including the Shelley Rossmoyne Foreshore and
Bannister Creek Park.

Vegetation monitoring surveys were undertaken at
Prendwick Botanical Park, Bannister Creek, Canning
Vale Conservation Area, Livingstone Conservation
Area, Portcullis Conservation Area and Yagan Reserve
in accordance with the three year cycle schedule.
The surveys identified vegetation communities and
assessed the vegetation condition in these high priority
conservation areas. The results of these surveys guide
natural area management into the future.
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Prosperity – Living, Working
and Doing Business in Canning
We have diverse, vibrant places and
opportunities to work, play and invest in
our local economy and support our local
businesses and industry.
The City of Canning established the Business
Advisory Group this financial year.
The objectives of the Business Advisory
Group are to:
• Provide a reference point to the focus areas of the
Economic Development Strategy
• Ensure that a key sector of the community is
provided with an appropriate communication
mechanism
• Provide strategic advice to the City; and in
turn Council, on issues that affect the business
community; and
• Raise the profile of the business community
in Council activities and planning.

How the City
Centre is being
developed
80% (2015) from 76%
(2013) of respondents are
satisfied.
Community Perceptions
Survey
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The City continued to support small to medium sized
businesses (SME’s), enabling them to upskill and
grow through attendance at workshops and business
advisory services in conjunction with Business
Station. These services were supported by funding
from the Small Business Development Corporation.
The local business incubator, the Welshpool
Business Enterprise Centre (WBEC), encourages
and supports start-up business and newcomers
to business to establish and grow.

CANNING CITY CENTRE
The Canning City Centre Activity Plan was put on
Public Exhibition for comment in June 2015. This
is a key stage in the process of finalising the City’s
approach to revitalising the City Centre with high
quality urban redevelopment and new public realm
with the aim of delivering greater intensity and
diversity of development. The regeneration of the area
will create a new identity, enabling up to 10,000 new
homes or 25,000 people to live in the City Centre with
the potential for 15,000 new jobs.
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City Centre Illustration

Leadership and
Governance –
How We Decide
Our leaders are forward thinking, community
minded, approachable people who listen to the
community and provide the framework for the
future planning of our city.

WA TRAINING AWARD FINALIST
The City of Canning was nominated as a finalist
in the annual WA Training Awards in the category
of “WA Training Initiative 2015”. The City was
recognised for its investment of people through an
Enterprise Agreement’s training and development
initiatives “Future Proofing Our Staff”. As a result of
the initiative more than 540 City staff participated in
accredited training programs from Certificate III to
Diploma level courses.

CUSTOMER SERVICE AWARD
The City won the 2016 International Service
Excellence Award in the Government Category (21
March, USA).
The award recognises the City as one of the best
government organisations for customer service in
the world.
Since the City established its contact centre in
October 2014, customer satisfaction has significantly
improved, from 68% to 97%. The customer service
approach has improved efficiency, reducing call
volumes by 30%, and 85% of enquiries are resolved
on the first call.

Value for
money from
Council rates
77% (2015) from 75%
(2013) of respondents
are satisfied.
Community Perceptions Survey

The City’s customer service program has already
received a series of awards including the prestigious
2015 National and the State Awards for Australian
Service Excellence (local government) in Melbourne
hosted by the Customer Service Institute of Australia on
28 October 2015. The City also won the award for the
Best Government Contact Centre (30 FTE or less) at the
Government Contact Centre Summit in August 2015.

GOVERNANCE
The City provided an extensive six month training
program for the newly elected members, designed
and coordinated by the Office of the Chief Executive
Officer. The program provided Elected Members
with the skills and knowledge necessary for them to
fully discharge their statutory obligations. Session
topics ranged from Meeting protocols and Standing
Orders, to Local Laws and the Local Government
Act and Regulations.
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In preparation for the return of Council, the City
completed an upgrade of Council Chambers and
successfully implemented an electronic voting system
(including new audio visual equipment) for Council
Meetings. This provides for greater accountability
and transparency in relation to the voting process as
it permits voting to be viewed live on screen within
the Chambers, and to be recorded electronically for
minuting purposes.

BUSINESS CONTINUITY
Two site-specific Business Continuity Plans were
prepared for Waste Services and Canning Lodge.
These plans provide a framework to enable the City
to restore priority services for these areas in a timely
manner in the event of a major emergency.

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE
In accordance with section 7.1A of the Local
Government Act, Council established the Audit and
Risk Committee (‘the Committee). The Committee
plays a key role in assisting the City to fulfil its
governance responsibilities in relation to financial
reporting, internal control structure, risk management
systems, legislative compliance, ethical accountability
and the internal and external audit functions.
The City undertook a thorough process to select
a community member to join this Committee.
Expressions of interest were called for from
community members with a business or financial
management reporting knowledge and experience,
who were conversant with financial governance, risk
and other reporting requirements. The Committee
consists of four (4) members, including the
community member.

RISK MANAGEMENT
This year the City identified and assessed its strategic
risks. The risk assessment process identified high
level strategic risks associated with the City’s external
environment, stakeholder’s strategic direction and
systemic organisational issues. In the future the
strategic risk profile will be reviewed on a six monthly
basis and the outcome reported through to the Audit
and Risk Committee.
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INTERNAL AUDIT
An Internal Audit Function was established in early
2016, following the appointment of the Manager
Governance, Risk and Compliance and Co-ordinator
Assurance. In accordance with leading practice
the function reports operationally to the Audit and
Risk Committee.
A rolling Internal Audit Plan for 2016-2020 was
developed with internal audit coverage across all
areas. It addresses emerging business imperatives
and will provide assurance, or otherwise, that
business processes and existing controls are
operating throughout the City as expected.

PUBLIC INTEREST DISCLOSURE
“The Public Interest Disclosure Act (PID) 2003
promotes accountability within state and local
government agencies and organisations by
facilitating the disclosure of public interest information
involving misconduct offences, misuse of public
resources or risks to public health and safely. The
Act aims to protect whistleblowers who make public
interest disclosures to appropriate authorities. As
a public authority covered by the PID Act the City
of Canning is required to investigate disclosures,
take any necessary action, keep the whistle-blower
informed regarding the progress and outcome of
the investigation.
Under section 23 of the PID Act the CEO of the City of
Canning, as the principal Executive Officer of the public
authority, is required to provide Information annually
to the Public Sector Commissioner on the number
of public interest disclosures received over the report
period, the results of any investigations conducted as
a result of the disclosures and action, if any, taken as a
result of each investigation and other matters as may
be prescribed. The City of Canning currently has two
designated Public Interest Disclosure Officers. Since
the last published report, the City has not received a
disclosure under the PID Act.”
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REGISTER OF COMPLAINTS

RECORDS KEEPING

The Local Government Act 1995 section 5.121
requires, the City’s complaints officer to maintain a
register of complaints which records all complaints
that have been considered by the Local Government
Standards Panel and resulted in action under section
5.110(6) of that Act. For the period covered by this
Annual Report there were no complaints recorded.

The City is committed to excellence in information
management and is moving to an integrated, web
based, mobile, enterprise content management
solution that will deliver information instantly and
efficiently across the organisation and will be
supported by the new information management
framework and digital strategy.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
The Freedom of Information Act 1992 (the FOI Act)
gives members of the public the right to access
documents held by local governments, subject to
some limitations. The term documents, as defined
in the FOI Act, includes paper records, plans and
drawings, photographs, tape recordings, films,
videotapes or information stored in a computerised
form. Access rights under the FOI Act do not apply
to documents which are already publicly available for
inspection or purchase. Members of the public can
also apply for personal information about them that
may be contained in City documents to be amended
if that information is inaccurate, incomplete, out of
date or misleading. The City prepared, as required by
section 96 of the FOI Act, an up-to-date information
statement and made it available to the members of
the public online and in hard copy.
The City received 20 valid applications for access to
documents under the Freedom of Information Act 1992.
The table below shows this figure compared to
previous years.
Year
Applications

2013/2014 2014/2015 2015/2016
17

24

This new system will provide staff with seamless
system access and integration, leveraging the use of
smart mobile devices and emerging technologies, to
meets the needs of our customers and the functions
of our Council.
The City maintains its five-year Recordkeeping
Plan, which was reviewed by the State Records
Commission and approved in December 2014.
The City’s continued development of its
recordkeeping policies, practices, processes and
archival and disposal arrangements contribute the
City’s commitment to best practice information and
records management.
Compulsory information records management training
is currently provided for new staff, while ongoing and
refresher training is available to all staff.
With the implementation the new system, the City
will realise significant improvements in the manner
in which corporate knowledge is created, captured,
accessed and managed.
New training strategies and resources are being
developed to support our staff with the transition to a
more agile and efficient customer focussed organisation.

20
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DISABILITY ACCESS AND
INCLUSION 2015-2016
During 2015 /2016 the City of Canning was proactive
in improving access to its buildings, facilities,
information and services to meet the needs of people
with disabilities. The City is committed to ensuring
all members of the community, including people with
disabilities, have the same opportunities to live, work
and recreate.
We are also committed to furthering the principles
and objectives of the Disability Services Act (1993)
and have developed and implemented the City of
Canning Disability Access and Inclusion Plan (DAIP)
2012-2017 with emphasis on seven outcomes to
provide and improve access and inclusion to services,
buildings, facilities, events, information, grievance
procedures, consultation and staff awareness.
The City of Canning has fulfilled the following
requirement:
• Addressed the progress of the seven
desired outcomes annually through our DAIP
Implementation Plan;
• Lodge our DAIP in 2012 with the Disability Services
Commission (DSC);
• Submitted an annual report on the progress of the
outcomes to the DSC;
• Informed our community about the implementation
of the DAIP in our Annual Report;
• Ensured that our staff, officers, agents and
contractors complied with the City’s DAIP.
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A notable achievement in relation to Disability
Access and Inclusion for this period were the
following:
• Disability Access was paramount in the design
and construct of our new ANZAC memorial
located in the Civic gardens of the City of Canning
administration building officially opened in
November 2015
• The City of Canning commissioned Disability
Access Audit Reports for 50 of its buildings in
2014/2015, the findings of the reports were
used to identify areas of improvement and the
City completed various improvement works in
2015/2016.
• Disability Awareness training for all staff at the City
of Canning has been given priority with at least 55%
of staff having completed the course,
• The City of Canning in conjunction with Good
Samaritan Industries (Canning Vale) conducted a
staff volunteer day in December 2015 the theme
was “Walk In My shoes “, the aim was to foster
stronger ties with GSI and in relation to Outcome 7
of the DAIP re Access and Inclusion and Promote
the employment of people with disabilities and the
benefits to all areas of Council.
Band

2015/2016

$100,000 to $109,999

37

$110,000 to $119,999

13

$120,000 to $129,999

3

$130,000 to $139,999

2

$140,000 to $149,999

8

$150,000 to $159,999

3

$160,000 to $169,999

4

$170,000 to $179,999

3

$180,000 to $189,999

2

$190,000 to $199,999

1

$200,000 to $209,999

3

$210,000 to $219,999

1

$300,000 to $309,999

1
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ELECTED MEMBER ATTENDANCE 2015/2016
(20 October 2015 to 30 June 2016)

Ordinary Council
Meeting

Special Council
Meeting

Audit & Risk
Committee
Meeting

Agenda
Settlement
Briefing

Mayor Paul Ng

7

4

3

6

Cr D Brown

7

5

7

Cr C Cunningham

6

5

7

Cr M Hall

6

5

6

Cr P Hall

7

5

Cr L Holland

7

4

6

Cr J Jacobs

6

5

6

Cr B Kunze

7

5

7

Cr A Martli

7

4

6

Cr T Porter

7

5

7

Cr P Tarrant

6

5

3

2

6

5
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STATEMENT BY CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

The attached financial report of the City of Canning being the Annual Financial Report
and supporting notes and other information for the financial year ended 30th June 2016
are in my opinion properly drawn up to present fairly the financial position of the City of
Canning at 30th June 2016 and the results of the operations for the financial year then
ended in accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards and comply with the
provisions of the Local Government Act 1995 and the regulations under that Act

Signed as authorisation for issue on the 7th day of November 20.6.

At hana OS (Arthur) Kyron
Chief Executive Officer

Above all - Service

13/7 Albany Highway Canning ton (enter from George St West)
Please address correspondence to Locked Bag 80, We Ishpool WA 6986

Tel: 1300 422664 Email: customer@canning. wagov. au
Far (08) 94582353 WWWCanning. wagov. au
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10 Kings Park Road
West Perth WA 6005
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West Perth WA 6872

Independent Auditor’s Report
To the Ratepayers of the City of Canning

T +61 8 9480 2000
F +61 8 9322 7787
E info.wa@au.gt.com
W www.grantthornton.com.au

We have audited the accompanying financial report of the City of Canning (the “City”),
which comprises the statement of financial position as at 30 June 2016, the statement of
comprehensive income by nature or type, the statement of comprehensive income by
program, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then
ended, notes comprising a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information to the financial report and the statement by the Chief Executive Officer.
Responsibility of the City for the financial report

The Council of the City of Canning is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation
of the financial report in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards (including the
Australian Accounting Interpretations) and the Local Government Act 1995 Part 6. This
responsibility includes establishing and maintaining internal control relevant to the
preparation and fair presentation of the financial report that is free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting and applying appropriate accounting
policies; and making accounting estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditor’s responsibility

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the financial report based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Australian Auditing Standards which require us to
comply with relevant ethical requirements relating to audit engagements and plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial report is free from
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and
disclosures in the financial report. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s
judgement, including the assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial
report, whether due to fraud or error.

Grant Thornton Audit Pty Ltd ACN 130 913 594
a subsidiary or related entity of Grant Thornton Australia Ltd ABN 41 127 556 389
‘Grant Thornton’ refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member firms, as the
context requires. Grant Thornton Australia Ltd is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each member firm
is a separate legal entity. Services are delivered by the member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not obligate one another and
are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions. In the Australian context only, the use of the term ‘Grant Thornton’ may refer to Grant Thornton Australia Limited ABN 41 127 556 389 and its
Australian subsidiaries and related entities. GTIL is not an Australian related entity to Grant Thornton Australia Limited.

Liability limited by a scheme approved under Professional Standards Legislation. Liability is limited in those States where a current
scheme applies.

In making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the
City’s preparation and fair presentation of the financial report in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing
an opinion on the effectiveness of the City’s internal control. An audit also includes
evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made by the City, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
financial report.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide
a basis for our audit opinion.
Independence

In conducting our audit, we have complied with the applicable independence requirements
of the Accounting Professional and Ethical Standards Board.
Auditor’s Opinion

In our opinion, the financial report of the City of Canning:
i

presents fairly, in all material respects, the City’s financial position as at 30 June
2016 and of its performance and cash flows for the year then ended;

ii

complies with Australian Accounting Standards and;

iii is prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1995
Part 6 (as amended) and Regulations under that Act.
Statutory Compliance

I did not, during the course of my audit, become aware of any instance where the City did
not comply with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1995 and Local
Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 as they relate to financial
statements.

GRANT THORNTON AUDIT PTY LTD
Chartered Accountants

P W Warr
Partner - Audit & Assurance
Perth, 8 November 2016

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME BY PROGRAMME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016
2014/2015
ACTUAL

NOTES

$
(7,735,302)
(3,913,946)
(2,616,059)
(18,370,286)
(1,274,797)
(20,883,199)
(39,702,638)
(18,769,380)
(2,873,318)
(6,750,905)
(122,889,831)

55,906,451
139,037
2,295,753
730,505
14,990,993
422,916
15,988,319
10,805,877
2,062,495
1,264,958
2,052,846

EXPENDITURE
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

(9,652,908)
(3,700,322)
(2,426,668)
(16,773,462)
(706,232)
(19,727,925)
(37,100,733)
(18,095,310)
(2,502,657)
(4,781,547)
(115,467,765)

REVENUE
General Purpose Funding
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

106,660,149
(16,229,682)

2015/2016
ADOPTED
BUDGET
$

(95,592)
5,123,432

OTHER ITEMS
Bad Debt Expense
Non-operating Grants, Subsidies and Contributions

5,027,840

(9,425,243)
(3,746,387)
(2,300,105)
(17,298,535)
(1,718,545)
(20,504,727)
(38,959,268)
(18,771,813)
(1,976,634)
(4,123,813)
(118,825,070)

58,098,898
160,272
2,446,396
496,092
14,917,580
944,203
16,830,522
11,419,948
1,140,309
1,005,443
2,833,738

110,008,024

110,293,401

(5,459,741)

DISPOSAL OF ASSETS
Land and Buildings
Plant and Equipment
Furniture and Equipment
Gain / (Loss) on Disposal

$

58,380,139
39,500
2,425,535
462,450
14,763,494
463,093
16,442,276
11,354,246
1,867,388
1,706,217
2,103,687

Increase/(Decrease)

1,525,440
134,885
0
1,660,325

2015/2016
ACTUAL

2,6(a)
2,6(a)
2,6(a)

2,510,400
725,056
0
3,235,456

(8,531,669)

(58,880)
227,221
1,082
169,423

(15,000)
7,558,075

(16,323)
9,365,187

Total Other Items

7,543,075

9,348,864

(9,541,517)

NET RESULT

5,318,791

986,618

91,945,726

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Changes due to Asset Revaluations

0

4,313,017

82,404,209

Total Comprehensive Income

5,318,791

5,299,635

2

8 (j)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME BY NATURE OR TYPE
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016
2014/2015
ACTUAL

NOTES

$
(60,811,175)
(30,286,663)
(20,014,794)
(5,122,177)
(2,234,165)
(592,554)
(3,828,303)

EXPENDITURE
Employee Costs
Materials and Contracts
Depreciation of Non-Current Assets
Utility Charges (Gas, Electricity, Water, etc)
Insurance Expenses
Interest Expenses
Other Expenditure

(122,889,831)

49,649,827
2,594,403
17,991,275
2,941,104
31,709,345
1,774,195

REVENUE
Rates
Interest Earned
Operating Grants, Subsidies and Contributions
Service Charges
Fees and Charges
Other Revenue/Income

12(a)
16

15

106,660,149
1,525,440
134,885
0
1,660,325

DISPOSAL OF ASSETS
Land and Buildings
Plant and Equipment
Furniture and Equipment
Gain / (Loss) on Disposal

(95,592)
5,123,432

OTHER ITEMS
Bad Debt Expense
Non-operating Grants, Subsidies and Contributions

5,027,840

2015/2016
ADOPTED
BUDGET
$

2015/2016
ACTUAL
$

(59,725,906)
(27,673,836)
(17,585,746)
(4,807,040)
(2,134,610)
(577,748)
(2,962,880)

(59,739,986)
(29,028,424)
(20,608,473)
(4,707,967)
(906,275)
(577,710)
(3,256,235)

(115,467,765)

(118,825,070)

53,712,962
1,770,930
14,849,272
841,797
34,314,419
4,518,645

54,335,170
2,001,114
16,033,441
2,396,700
32,562,027
2,964,949

110,008,024

110,293,401

2,6(a)
2,6(a)
2,6(a)

2,510,400
725,056
0
3,235,456

(58,880)
227,221
1,082
169,423

(15,000)
7,558,075

(16,323)
9,365,187

Total Other Items

7,543,075

9,348,864

(9,541,517)

NET RESULT

5,318,791

986,618

91,945,726

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
Changes due to Asset Revaluations

0

4,313,017

82,404,209

Total Comprehensive Income

5,318,791

5,299,635

2

8 (j)

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2016
2014/2015
ACTUAL

NOTES

$
57,855,214
6,283,470
131,675
5,460
64,275,819

2015/2016
ACTUAL
$

CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Trade and Other Receivables
Development Costs Receivables
Inventories
Other Assets

4
25
27
26

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

55,212,276
4,798,771
317,371
132,172
1,460
60,462,050

213,520,133
512,492,482
5,048,740
1,719,804

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property, Plant and Equipment
Infrastructure
Trade and Other Receivables
Development Costs

732,781,159

TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS

734,289,345

797,056,978

TOTAL ASSETS

794,751,395

6(b)
6(c)
25
27

16,742,573
9,458,880
2,385,426
6,011,377

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and Other Payables
Provisions
Borrowings
Resident’s Equity-Rossmoyne Retirement Village

34,598,256

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

890,690
10,717,868

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Provisions
Borrowings

11,608,558

TOTAL NON CURRENT LIABILITIES

46,206,814

TOTAL LIABILITIES

750,850,164

NET ASSETS

297,746,528
420,162,693
32,940,943

EQUITY
Retained Surplus
Revaluation Surplus
Reserves

750,850,164

TOTAL EQUITY

28
29
7(c)
30

210,171,352
517,307,118
4,443,471
2,367,404

11,885,345
9,229,871
2,477,394
5,855,577
29,448,187

29
7(c)

912,950
8,240,459
9,153,409
38,601,596
756,149,799

8 (j)
8

299,988,148
424,475,710
31,685,941
756,149,799

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016
NOTES

Balance As At 1 July 2014

RETAINED
SURPLUS

RESERVES
(CASH
BACKED)

296,643,835

Net Result

(9,541,517)

REVALUATION
SURPLUS

43,585,153

328,216,967

0

0

TOTAL
EQUITY

668,445,955
(9,541,517)

Prior Year Adjustment

0

0

-

0

Changes due to Revaluation

0

0

91,945,726

91,945,726

Transfer (to) / from Reserves

8

Balance As At 30 June 2015
Net Result

10,644,210

0

0

297,746,528

32,940,943

420,162,693

750,850,164

986,618

0

0

986,618

0

4,313,017

4,313,017

0

0

424,475,710

756,149,799

Changes due to Revaluation

8

0

Transfer (to) / from Reserves

8

1,255,002

Balance As At 30 June 2016

(10,644,210)

299,988,148

This Statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying Notes.
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(1,255,002)
31,685,941

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016
2014/2015
ACTUAL

NOTES

$

2015/2016
ADOPTED
BUDGET
$

2015/2016
ACTUAL
$

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
(57,869,672)
(29,778,964)
(5,122,177)
(2,234,165)
(592,554)
(5,580,860)
(3,923,896)
(105,102,288)
49,202,331
18,245,551
3,655,435
31,639,043
2,213,049
5,537,091
2,582,350
113,074,850

Payments
Employee Costs
Materials and Contracts
Utilities
Insurance
Interest Expenses
GST Payable
Other
Total Payments

(59,379,604)
(29,910,962)
(4,827,663)
(2,134,610)
(577,748)
(2,284,411)
(2,911,322)
(102,026,320)

(59,792,199)
(31,248,603)
(4,707,967)
(906,275)
(577,710)
(4,786,156)
(4,220,587)
(106,239,497)

54,293,022
14,849,272
841,797
34,471,192
1,755,930
2,490,645
4,565,676
113,267,534

53,672,042
15,589,949
2,885,878
35,003,836
1,043,666
4,916,862
1,899,869
115,012,102

9

11,241,214

8,772,605

4

0
(4,272,666)
(18,731,748)
(4,232,813)
(1,140,623)
(600,000)
(28,977,850)

0
(2,294,253)
(12,659,025)
(3,241,560)
(318,210)
0
(18,513,048)

7,558,075
2,510,400
0
1,001,266
11,069,741

9,365,187
0
1,082
764,277
10,130,546

(17,908,109)

(8,382,502)

0
(2,385,426)
0
(2,385,426)

(647,600)
(2,385,441)
0
(3,033,041)

(9,052,321)

(2,642,938)

Receipts
Rates
Operating Grants, Contributions and Donations
Service Charges
Fees and Charges
Interest Earnings
GST Receivable
Other Revenue
Total Receipts

7,972,562 Net Cash flows from Operating Activities
Cash flows from Investing Activities

0
(5,622,467)
(13,713,574)
(3,140,811)
(510,254)
0
(22,987,106)
5,123,432
2,707,963
0
633,034
8,464,429

Payments
Net (Outflows) / Inflows for Purchase of Investments
Purchase Land and Buildings
Purchase Infrastructure Assets
Purchase Plant and Equipment
Purchase Furniture and Equipment
Underground Power
Receipts
Non-Operating Grants, Contributions and Donations
Disposal of Land and Building
Disposal of Furniture and Equipment
Disposal of Plant and Equipment

2
6(a)
6(a)
6(a)

(14,522,677) Net cash flows from Investing Activities

(478,329)
(2,288,663)
76,754
(2,690,238)

Cashflows from Financing Activities
Town Planning Development Schemes
Loan Repayments- Principal
New Borrowings
Net cash flows from Financing Activities

7(c)
7(c)

(9,240,352) Net (decrease)/increase in cash held
67,095,566 Cash at the Beginning of Reporting Period

4

51,123,772

57,855,214

57,855,214 Cash at the End of Reporting Period

9

42,071,451

55,212,276

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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RATE SETTING STATEMENT
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2016
2014/2015
ACTUAL

NOTES

$
6,519,599
139,037
2,295,753
730,505
14,990,993
422,916
15,988,319
10,805,877
2,062,495
1,264,958
2,052,845
57,273,297
(7,735,302)
(3,913,946)
(2,616,059)
(18,370,286)
(1,274,797)
(20,883,199)
(39,702,638)
(18,769,380)
(2,873,318)
(6,750,906)
(122,889,831)
(65,616,534)
71,392
469,547
(99,749)
3,340,997
20,014,794

REVENUES
General Purpose Funding
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
EXPENSES
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
Net result excluding rates
ADD
Movements in Employee Benefit Provision (Non-Current)
Movements in Underground Power Debtors (Non-Current)
Movements in Deferred Pensioner Rates & ESL (Non-Current)
Proceeds from Disposal of fixed assets
Depreciation

2,6
18

23,796,981
(95,592)
5,123,432
5,027,840
(5,622,467)
(8,123,868)
(3,817,560)
(1,772,146)
(3,140,811)
(510,255)
(2,288,664)
(17,585,148)
(706,341)
(43,567,260)
28,229,358
76,754
223,402
28,529,514
6,839,578
(4,396,972)
(49,386,853)

OTHER ITEMS
Bad Debts Expensed
Non Operating Grants and Contributions
LESS CAPITAL PROGRAMME
Purchase Land and Buildings
Infrastructure Assets -Roads
-Recreation Facilites
-Other
Purchase Plant & Equipment
Purchase Furniture & Equipment
Underground Power
Repayment of Debt-Principal
Transfers to Reserves
Transfers Other

7(c)
8

LESS - FUNDING FROM
Reserves
Loans
Transfers Other

8
7

Opening Funds
Closing Funds
TO BE RAISED FROM GENERAL RATES

23
23

This statement is to be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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2015/2016
ADOPTED
BUDGET
$

2015/2016
ACTUAL
$

4,942,020
39,500
2,425,535
462,450
14,763,494
463,093
16,442,276
11,354,246
1,867,388
1,706,217
2,103,687
56,569,905

4,061,710
160,272
2,446,396
496,092
14,917,580
944,203
16,830,522
11,419,948
1,140,309
1,005,443
2,833,738
56,256,213

(9,652,908)
(3,700,322)
(2,426,668)
(16,773,462)
(706,232)
(19,727,925)
(37,100,733)
(18,095,310)
(2,502,657)
(4,781,547)
(115,467,765)
(58,897,860)

(9,425,243)
(3,746,387)
(2,300,105)
(17,298,535)
(1,718,545)
(20,504,727)
(38,959,268)
(18,771,813)
(1,976,634)
(4,123,813)
(118,825,070)
(62,568,857)

0
0
0
3,511,666
17,585,746

22,260
580,398
(2,159)
765,359
20,608,473

21,097,412

21,974,331

(15,000)
7,558,075
7,543,075

(16,323)
9,365,187
9,348,864

(4,272,666)
(14,562,127)
(3,853,978)
(315,642)
(4,232,813)
(1,140,623)
(600,000)
(2,385,426)
(8,348,287)
(147,600)
(39,859,162)

(2,294,253)
(10,564,874)
(2,091,015)
(3,135)
(3,241,560)
(318,210)
0
(2,385,442)
(8,388,051)
(1,363,017)
(30,649,558)

11,519,483
0
141,000
11,660,483
3,363,933
1,654,000
(53,438,119)

9,643,053
0
393,958
10,037,011
4,396,972
(6,575,951)
(54,037,188)

1

SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The significant policies which have been adopted in the preparation of the Financial Report are:

1.1.0 Basis of Accounting
The financial report comprises general purpose financial statements which have been prepared in accordance with Australian Accounting
Standards (as they apply to local governments and not-for-profit entities), Australian Accounting Interpretations, other authoritative
pronouncements of the Australian Accounting Standards Board, the Local Government Act 1995 and accompanying regulations. Material
accounting policies which have been adopted in the preparation of this financial report are presented below and have been consistently
applied unless stated otherwise.
Except for cash flow and rate setting information, the report has been prepared on the accrual basis and is based on historical costs, modified,
where applicable, by the measurement at fair value of selected non-current assets, financial assets and liabilities.
1.2.0 The Local Government Reporting Entity
All Funds through which the Council controls resources to carry on its functions have been included in the financial statements forming part of
this budget.
In the process of reporting on the local government as a single unit, all transactions and balances between those funds (for example, loans and
transfers between Funds) have been eliminated.
All monies held in the Trust Fund are excluded from the financial statements, but a separate statement of those monies is disclosed.

1.3.0 Non-Current Assets - Valuation and Depreciation
Fixed Assets
Each class of fixed assets is carried at cost or fair value as indicated less, where applicable, any accumulated depreciation or impairment
losses.
Mandatory Requirement to Revalue Non-Current Assets
Effective from 1 July 2012, the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations were amended and the measurement of non-current
assets at fair value became mandatory.
During the year ended 30 June 2013, the City commenced the process of adopting Fair Value in accordance with the Regulations.
Whilst the amendments initially allowed for a phasing in of fair value in relation to fixed assets over three years, as at 30 June 2015 all noncurrent assets were carried at Fair Value in accordance with the requirements.
Thereafter, each asset class must be revalued in accordance with the regulatory framework established and the City revalues its asset classes
in accordance with this mandatory timetable.
Relevant disclosures, in accordance with the requirements of Australian Accounting Standards, have been made in the financial statements
where necessary.
Land Under Control
In accordance with local Government (Financial Management) Regulation 16 (a), the Council is required to include as an asset, Crown Land
operated by the local government as a golf course, showground, racecourse or other sporting or recreational facility of State or regional
significance. The Council has golf course which was recognised as crown land.
Upon initial recognition, these assets were recorded at cost in accordance with AASB 116. They were then classified as Land and revalued
along with other land in accordance with other policies detailed in this Note.
Whilst they were initially recorded at cost, fair value at the date of acquisition was deemed cost as per AASB 116.
Easements
The Council has determined that under AASB 138 Intangible Assets, easements are valued on an historical cost basis, because it is unlikely that
an active market in easements exists to allow for fair value measurement. Due to acquisition of easements at NIL values, no easements have
been included in the financial report.

7

Initial Recognition
All assets are initially recognised at cost. Cost is determined as the fair value of the assets given as consideration plus costs incidental to the
acquisition. For assets acquired at no cost or for nominal consideration, cost is determined as fair value at the date of acquisition. The cost of
non-current assets constructed by the Council includes the cost of all materials used in construction, direct labour on the project and an
appropriate proportion of variable and fixed overheads.
Individual assets acquired between initial recognition and the next revaluation of the asset class in accordance with the mandatory
measurement framework detailed above, are carried at cost less accumulated depreciation as management believes this approximates fair
value. They will be subject to subsequent revaluation at the next anniversary date in accordance with the mandatory measurement framework
detailed above.

Revaluation
Increases in the carrying amount arising on revaluation of assets are credited to a revaluation surplus in equity. Decreases that offset previous
increases of the same asset are recognised against revaluation surplus directly in equity. All other decreases are recognised in profit or loss.
Major depreciation periods used for each class of depreciable asset are:
Property, Plant and Equipment
Buildings
Tools
Plant and Equipment
Furniture and Equipment

15 to 50 Years
2 to 5 Years
3 to 15 Years
5 to 10 Years

Infrastructure Assets
Infrastructure - Roads
Formation
Base
Seal
Kerb
Street and Parking Signs
Bus Shelter
Infrastructure - Footpaths and Cycleways
Infrastructure - Drainage
Infrastructure - Bridges
Bridges
Culvert
Infrastructure - Recreational Facilities
Playing Fields
Passive Parklands
Reticulation and Irrigation
Lighting
Fences
Play Equipment and Facilities
BBQ and Park Furniture
Infrastructure - Other
Car Parks

Not Depreciated
50 to 120 Years
15 to 30 Years
30 to 60 Years
10 to 15 Years
20 Years
50 Years
80 Years
75 Years
50 Years
Not Depreciated
Not Depreciated
10 to 25 Years
40 Years
5 to 30 Years
10 to 20 Years
5 to 10 Years

20 Years

The assets residual values and useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at the end of each reporting period.
An asset's carrying amount is written down immediately to its recoverable amount if the asset's carrying amount is greater than its estimated
recoverable amount.
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing proceeds with the carrying amount. These gains and losses are included in the
statement of comprehensive income in the period in which they arise.
Capitalisation threshold
Expenditure on items of equipment below $5,000 is not capitalised.
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1.4.0 Fair Value of Assets and Liabilities
When performing a revaluation, the City uses a mix of both independent and management valuations using the following as a guide:
Fair Value is the price that the City would receive to sell the asset or would have to pay to transfer a liability, in an orderly (i.e. unforced)
transaction between independent, knowledgeable and willing market participants at the measurement date.
As fair value is a market-based measure, the closest equivalent observable market pricing information is used to determine fair value.
Adjustments to market values may be made having regard to the characteristics of the specific asset or liability. The fair values of assets that
are not traded in an active market are determined using one or more valuation techniques. These valuation techniques maximise, to the extent
possible, the use of observable market data.
To the extent possible, market information is extracted from either the principal market for the asset or liability (i.e. the market with the
greatest volume and level of activity for the asset or liability) or, in the absence of such a market, the most advantageous market available to
the entity at the end of the reporting period (i.e. the market that maximises the receipts from the sale of the asset after taking into account
transaction costs and transport costs).
For non-financial assets, the fair value measurement also takes into account a market participant’s ability to use the asset in its highest and best
use or to sell it to another market participant that would use the asset in its highest and best use.

Fair value hierarchy
AASB 13 requires the disclosure of fair value information by level of the fair value hierarchy, which categorises fair value measurement into
one of three possible levels based on the lowest level that an input that is significant to the measurement can be categorised into as follows:
Level 1
Measurements based on quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the entity can access at the
measurement date.
Level 2
Measurements based on inputs other than quoted prices included in Level 1 that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly or
indirectly.
Level 3
Measurements based on unobservable inputs for the asset or liability.
The fair values of assets and liabilities that are not traded in an active market are determined using one or more valuation techniques. These
valuation techniques maximise, to the extent possible, the use of observable market data. If all significant inputs required to measure fair value
are observable, the asset or liability is included in Level 2. If one or more significant inputs are not based on observable market data, the
asset or liability is included in Level 3.

Valuation techniques
The City selects a valuation technique that is appropriate in the circumstances and for which sufficient data is available to measure fair value.
The availability of sufficient and relevant data primarily depends on the specific characteristics of the asset or liability being measured. The
valuation techniques selected by the City are consistent with one or more of the following valuation approaches:
Market Approach
Valuation techniques that use prices and other relevant information generated by market transactions for identical or similar assets or
liabilities.
Income Approach
Valuation techniques that convert estimated future cash flows or income and expenses into a single discounted presented value.
Cost Approach
Valuation techniques that reflect the current replacement cost of an asset at its current service capacity.
Each valuation technique requires inputs that reflect the assumptions that buyers and sellers would use when pricing the asset or liability,
including assumptions about risks. When selecting a valuation technique, the City gives priority to those techniques that maximise the use of
observable inputs and minimise the use of unobservable inputs. Inputs that are developed using market data (such as publicly available
information on actual transactions) and reflect the assumptions that buyers and sellers would generally use when pricing the asset or liability
are considered observable, whereas inputs for which market data is not available and therefore are developed using the best information
available about such assumptions are considered unobservable.
As detailed above, the mandatory measurement framework imposed by the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations requires,
as a minimum, all assets carried at a revalued amount to be revalued at least every 3 years.
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1.5.0 Financial Instruments
Initial Recognition and Measurement
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised when the Council becomes a party to the contractual provisions to the instrument. For
financial assets, this is equivalent to the date that the Council commits itself to either the purchase or sale of the asset (i.e. trade date accounting
is adopted). Financial instruments are initially measured at fair value plus transaction costs, except where the instrument is classified ‘at fair
value through profit of loss’, in which case transaction costs are expensed to profit or loss immediately.
Classification and Subsequent Measurement
Financial instruments are subsequently measured at fair value, amortised cost using the effective interest rate method, or cost.
Amortised cost is calculated as:
(a) the amount at which the financial asset or financial liability is measured at initial recognition;
(b) less principal repayments and any reduction for impairment; and
(c) plus or minus the cumulative amortisation of the difference, if any, between the amount initially recognised and the maturity amount
calculated using the effective interest rate method.
The effective interest method used is to allocate interest income or interest expense over the relevant period and is equivalent to the rate that
discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts (including fees, transaction costs and other premiums or discounts) through the expected
life (or when this cannot be reliably predicted, the contractual term) of the financial instrument to the net carrying amount of the financial asset
or financial liability. Revisions to expected future net cash flows will necessitate an adjustment to the carrying value with a consequential
recognition of an income or expense in profit or loss.

(i) Financial assets at fair value through profit and loss
Financial assets are classified at “fair value through profit or loss” when they are held for trading for the purpose of short-term profit taking.
Such assets are subsequently measured at fair value with changes in carrying amount being included in profit or loss.
Assets in this category are classified as current assets.

(ii) Loans and receivables
Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in an active market and are
subsequently measured at amortised cost. Gains or losses are recognised in profit or loss.
Loans and receivables are included in current assets where they are expected to mature within 12 months after the end of the reporting period.
(iii) Held-to-maturity investments
Held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets with fixed maturities and fixed or determinable payments that the Council has
the positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. They are subsequently measured at amortised cost. Gains or losses are recognised in
profit or loss.
Held-to-maturity investments are included in current assets where they are expected to mature within 12 months after the end of the reporting
period. All other investments are classified as non-current.

(iv) Available-for-sale financial assets
Available-for-sale financial assets are non-derivative financial assets that are either not suitable to be classified into other categories of
financial assets due to their nature, or they are designated as such by management. They comprise investments in the equity of other entities
where there is neither a fixed maturity nor fixed or determinable payments.
They are subsequently measured at fair value with changes in such fair value (i.e. gains or losses) recognised in other comprehensive income
(except for impairment losses). When the financial asset is derecognised, the cumulative gain or loss pertaining to that asset previously
recognised in other comprehensive income is reclassified into profit or loss.
Available-for-sale financial assets are included in current assets, where they are expected to be sold within 12 months after the end of the
reporting period. All other available-for-sale financial assets are classified as non-current.
(v) Financial liabilities
Non-derivative financial liabilities (excluding financial guarantees) are subsequently measured at amortised cost. Gains or losses are
recognised in profit or loss.
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Impairment
A financial asset is deemed to be impaired if, and only if, there is objective evidence of impairment as a result of one or more events (a “loss
event”) having occurred, which will have an impact on the estimated future cash flows of the financial asset(s).
In the case of available-for-sale financial assets, a significant or prolonged decline in the market value of the instrument is considered a loss
event. Impairment losses are recognised in profit or loss immediately. Also, any cumulative decline in fair value previously recognised in
other comprehensive income is reclassified to profit or loss at this point.
In the case of financial assets carried at amortised cost, loss events may include: indications that the debtors or a group of debtors are
experiencing significant financial difficulty, default or delinquency in interest or principal payments; indications that they will enter
bankruptcy or other financial reorganisation; and changes in arrears or economic conditions that correlate with defaults.
For financial assets carried at amortised cost (including loans and receivables), a separate allowance account is used to reduce the carrying
amount of financial assets impaired by credit losses. After having taken all possible measures of recovery, if management establishes that the
carrying amount cannot be recovered by any means, at that point the written-off amounts are charged to the allowance account or the carrying
amount of impaired financial assets is reduced directly if no impairment amount was previously recognised in the allowance account.
Derecognition
Financial assets are derecognised where the contractual rights to receipt of cash flows expire or the asset is transferred to another party
whereby the Council no longer has any significant continual involvement in the risks and benefits associated with the asset.
Financial liabilities are derecognised where the related obligations are discharged, cancelled or expired. The difference between the
carrying amount of the financial liability extinguished or transferred to another party and the fair value of the consideration paid, including the
transfer of non-cash assets or liabilities assumed, is recognised in profit or loss.

Impairment of Assets
In accordance with Australian Accounting Standards the City's assets, other than inventories, are assessed at each reporting date to determine
whether there is any indication they may be impaired.
Where such an indication exists, an impairment test is carried out on the asset by comparing the recoverable amount of the asset, being the
higher of the asset's fair value less costs to sell and value in use, to the asset's carrying amount.
Any excess of the asset's carrying amount over its recoverable amount is recognised immediately in profit or loss, unless the asset is carried at
a revalued amount in accordance with another Standard (e.g. AASB 116) whereby any impairment loss of a revalued asset is treated as a
revaluation decrease in accordance with that other Standard.
For non-cash generating assets such as roads, drains, public buildings and the like, value in use is represented by the depreciated
replacement cost of the asset.

1.6.0 Trade and Other Payables
Trade and other payables represent liabilities for goods and services provided to the Council prior to the end of the financial year that are
unpaid and arise when the Council becomes obliged to make future payments in respect of the purchase of these goods and services. The
amounts are unsecured, are recognised as a current liability and are normally paid within 30 days of recognition.
1.7.0 Borrowing Costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense when incurred except where they are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or
production of a qualifying asset. Where this is the case, they are capitalised as part of the cost of the particular asset until such time as the asset
is substantially ready for its intended use or sale.
1.8.0 Provisions
Provisions are recognised when:
a) the Council has a present legal or constructive obligation as a result of past events;
b) for which it is probable that an outflow of economic benefits will result; and
c) that outflow can be reliably measured.
Provisions are measured using the best estimate of the amounts required to settle the obligation at the end of the reporting period.
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1.9.0 Revenue Recognition
1.9.1 Rates, Grants, Donations and Other Contributions
Rates, grants, donations and other contributions are recognised as revenues when the City of Canning obtains control over the assets
comprising the contributions. Control over Assets acquired from rates is obtained at the commencement of the rating period or, where earlier,
upon receipt of the rates. Control over granted assets is normally obtained upon their receipt or upon prior notification that a grant has been
secured, and the timing of commencement of control depends upon the arrangements that exist between the grantor and the City of Canning.
Unreceived contributions over which the City of Canning has control are recognised as receivables.
Where contributions recognised as revenues during the reporting period were obtained on the condition that they be expended in a particular
manner or used over a particular period, and those conditions were undischarged as at the reporting date, the nature of and amounts
pertaining to those undischarged conditions are disclosed in Note 5. That note also discloses the amount of contributions recognised as
revenues in a previous reporting period which were obtained in respect of the City of Canning’s operations for the current reporting period.
Should the City receive Grant Funding related to future financial years then these monies will be recognised as a liability for Income In
Advance. The rating and reporting period coincides with rates levied for the year and recognised as revenues. All outstanding rates are
collectable and therefore no provision has been made for doubtful debts.
1.9.2 User fees and fines
User fees and fines (including parking fees and fines) are recognised as revenue when the service has been provided, the payment is
received, or when the penalty has been applied, whichever first occurs.
A provision for doubtful debts is recognised when collection in full is no longer probable.
1.9.3 Rental
Rents are recognised as revenue when a payment is due or is received, which ever first occurs. Rental payments received in advance are
recognised as a prepayment until they are due.
1.9.4 Interest
Interest is recognised as it is earned.
1.10.0 Employee Benefits
Short-term employee benefits
Provision is made for the City's obligations for short-term employee benefits. Short-term employee benefits are benefits (other than
termination benefits) that are expected to be settled wholly before12 months after the end of the annual reporting period in which the
employees render the related service, including wages, salaries and sick leave. Short-term employee benefits are measured at the
(undiscounted) amounts expected to be paid when the obligation is settled.
The City's obligations for short-term employee benefits such as wages, salaries and sick leave are recognised as a part of current trade and
other payables in the statement of financial position. The City's obligations for employees’ annual leave and long service leave entitlements are
recognised as provisions in the statement of financial position.
Other long-term employee benefits
Provision is made for employees’ long service leave and annual leave entitlements not expected to be settled wholly within 12 months after the
end of the annual reporting period in which the employees render the related service. Other long-term employee benefits are measured at the
present value of the expected future payments to be made to employees. Expected future payments incorporate anticipated future wage and
salary levels, durations of service and employee departures and are discounted at rates determined by reference to market yields at the end
of the reporting period on government bonds that have maturity dates that approximate the terms of the obligations. Any remeasurements for
changes in assumptions of obligations for other long-term employee benefits are recognised in profit or loss in the periods in which the
changes occur.
The City's obligations for long-term employee benefits are presented as non-current provisions in its statement of financial position, except
where the City does not have an unconditional right to defer settlement for at least 12 months after the end of the reporting period, in which
case the obligations are presented as current provisions.
1.11.0 Superannuation
The City contributes to the Local Government Superannuation Fund and makes payments to other defined funds in accordance with Choice of
Superannuation Fund laws passed in July 2005. Contributions are recognised as an expense, as they are incurred.
1.12.0 Prepaid Expenses
Prepaid Expenses include amounts that relate to the operations of Canning Lodge, which Council assumed responsibility from the Association
of the Blind.
1.13.0 Stock on Hand
Stocks on hand of materials and stores are measured at the lower of cost or net realisable value. Materials are issued to works on basis of cost.
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1.14.0 Leases
Leases of fixed assets where substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to the ownership of the asset, but not legal ownership, are
transferred to the Shire, are classified as finance leases.
Finance leases are capitalised recording an asset and a liability at the lower amounts equal to the fair value of the leased property or the
present value of the minimum lease payments, including any guaranteed residual values. Lease payments are allocated between the reduction
of the lease liability
and the lease interest expense for the period. Leased assets are depreciated on a straight line basis over the shorter of their estimated useful
lives or the lease term.
Lease payments for operating leases, where substantially all the risks and benefits remain with the lessor, are charged as expenses in the
periods in which they are incurred.
Lease incentives under operating leases are recognised as a liability and amortised on a straight line basis over the life of the lease term.

1.15.0 Cash and Cash Equivalents
For the purpose of the statement of cash flows, cash includes cash on hand and in banks and current investments in money market instruments,
net of outstanding bank overdrafts.
Trade and Other Receivables
Trade and other receivables include amounts due from ratepayers for unpaid rates and service charges and other amounts due from third
parties for goods sold and services performed in the ordinary course of business.
Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months of the end of the reporting period are classified as current assets. All other receivables
are classified as non-current assets.
Collectability of trade and other receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts that are known to be uncollectible are written off when
identified. An allowance for doubtful debts is raised when there is objective evidence that they will not be collectible.

1.16.0 Trade and Other Receivables
Trade and other receivables include amounts due from ratepayers for unpaid rates and service charges and other amounts due from third
parties for goods sold and services performed in the ordinary course of business.
Receivables expected to be collected within 12 months of the end of the reporting period are classified as current assets. All other receivables
are classified as non-current assets.
Collectability of trade and other receivables is reviewed on an ongoing basis. Debts that are known to be uncollectible are written off when
identified. An allowance for doubtful debts is raised when there is objective evidence that they will not be collectible.

1.17.0 Investments in Associates
An associate is an entity over which the Council has significant influence. Significant influence is the power to participate in the financial
operating policy decisions of that entity but is not control or joint control of those policies. Investments in associates are accounted for in the
financial statements by applying the equity method of accounting, whereby the investment is initially recognised at cost and adjusted
thereafter for the post-acquisition change in the Council’s share of net assets of the associate. In addition, the Council’s share of the profit or
loss of the associate is included in the Council’s profit or loss.
The carrying amount of the investment includes, where applicable, goodwill relating to the associate. Any discount on acquisition, whereby
the Council’s share of the net fair value of the associate exceeds the cost of investment, is recognised in profit or loss in the period in which the
investment is acquired.
Profits and losses resulting from transactions between the Council and the associate are eliminated to the extent of the Council’s interest in the
associate.
When the Council’s share of losses in an associate equals or exceeds its interest in the associate, the Council discontinues recognising its share
of further losses unless it has incurred legal or constructive obligations or made payments on behalf of the associate. When the associate
subsequently makes profits, the Council will resume recognising its share of those profits once its share of the profits equals the share of the
losses not recognised.

1.18.0 Interest in Joint Arrangements
Joint arrangements represent the contractual sharing of control between parties in a business venture where unanimous decisions about
relevant activities are required.
Separate joint venture entities providing joint venturers with an interest to net assets are classified as a joint venture and accounted for using
the equity method. Refer to note 1.17.0 for a description of the equity method of accounting.
Joint venture operations represent arrangements whereby joint operators maintain direct interests in each asset and exposure to each liability
of the arrangement. The Council’s interests in the assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses of joint operations are included in the respective
line items of the financial statements.
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1.19.0 Goods and Services Tax (GST)
In accordance with recommended practice, revenue expenses and assets capitalised are stated net of any GST recoverable, except where the
amount of GST incurred is not recoverable from the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). Receivables and Payables in the Balance Sheet are stated
inclusive of applicable GST. Cash flows are presented in the cash flow statement on a gross basis, except for the GST component of investing
and financing activities, which are disclosed as operating cash flows.
1.20.0 Segment Reporting
Whilst Local Governments are not required to comply with AASB 114 “Segment Reporting”, the City of Canning is an approved provider of
residential aged care and receives funding from the Department of Health and Ageing. The funding is provided in accordance with the Aged
Care Act 1997 and is governed by the Residential Care Subsidy Amendment Principles 2005 (No.1). A condition of these principles is that
Residential Aged Care be treated as a reportable segment by the approved provider as part of its Financial Report. The Council does not treat
any other part of its activities as reportable segments.
1.21.0 Land Held for Resale
Land held for development and sale is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value. Cost includes the cost of acquisition, development,
borrowing costs and holding costs until completion of development. Finance costs and holding charges incurred after development is
completed are expensed.
Gains and losses are recognised in profit or loss at the time of signing an unconditional contract of sale if significant risks and rewards, and
effective control over the land, are passed on to the buyer at this point.
Land held for sale is classified as current except where it is held as non-current based on the Council’s intentions to release for sale.
1.22.0 Comparative Information
Comparative Information has been included in the Financial Statements. Where required, comparative figures have been adjusted to conform
with changes in presentation for the current financial year.
1.23.0 Current and Non-Current Classification
In the determination of whether an asset or liability is current or non-current, consideration is given to the time when each asset or liability is
expected to be settled. The asset or liability is classified as current if it is expected to be settled within the next 12 months, being the City's
operational cycle. In the case of liabilities where the City does not have the unconditional right to defer settlement beyond 12 months, such as
vested long service leave, the liability is classified as current even if not expected to be settled within the next 12 months. Inventories held for
trading are classified as current even if not expected to be realised in the next 12 months except for land held for sale where it is held as noncurrent based on the City's intentions to release for sale.
1.24.0 Rounding Off Figures
All figures shown in this budget, other than a rate in the dollar, are rounded to the nearest dollar.
1.25.0 Reporting Currency
All figures presented in these financial statements are presented in Australian Currency.
1.26.0 Budget Comparatives
Unless otherwise stated, the Budget comparative figures shown in this annual Financial Report relate to the original Budget adopted by Council
and does not include any subsequent amendments.
1.27.0 Critical Accounting Estimates
The preparation of an Annual Financial Report in uniformity with the Australian Accounting Standards requires arrangement to make
judgements, estimates and assumptions that effect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets and liabilities, incomes and
expenses.
The estimates and associated assumptions are based on historical experience and various other factors that are believed to be reasonable
under the circumstances; the result of which form the basis of making the judgements about carrying values of assets and liabilities that are not
readily apparent from other sources. Actual results may vary from these estimates.
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1.28.0 New Accounting Standards and Interpretations for Application in Future Periods
The AASB has issued a number of new and amended Accounting Standards and Interpretations that have mandatory application dates for future
reporting periods, some of which are relevant to the Council.
Management's assessment of the new and amended pronouncements that are relevant to the Council, applicable to future reporting periods
and which have not yet been adopted are set out as follows:

Title

Issued
/ Compiled

Applicable (1)

Impact

(i)

AASB 9 – Financial
December 2014 1 January 2018
Instruments (incorporating
AASB 2014-7 and AASB 20148)

Nil – The objective of this Standard is to
improve and simplify the approach for
classification and measurement of financial
assets compared with the requirements of
AASB 139. Given the nature of compared
with the requirements of AASB 139. Given
the nature of the financial assets of the
Council, it is not anticipated the standard will
have any material impact.

(ii)

AASB 15 Revenue from
Contracts with Customers

This Standard establishes principles for
entities to apply to report useful information
to users of financial statements about the
nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of
revenue and cash flows arising from a
contract with a customer.

December 2014 1 January 2017

The effect of this Standard will depend upon
the nature of future transactions the City has
with those third parties it has dealings with.
It may or may not be significant.

(iii)

AASB 16 Leases

February 2016

1 January 2019

Under AASB 16 there is no longer a
distinction between finance and operating
leases. Lessees will now bring to account a
right-to-use asset and lease liability onto
their statement of financial position for all
leases. Effectively this means the vast
majority of operating leases as defined by
the current AASB 117 Leases which currently
do not impact the statement of financial
position will be required to be capitalised on
the statement of financial position once AASB
16 is adopted.
Currently, the City does not have any
operating leases and accordingly there will
be no impact on account of this change.
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Title
(iv)

AASB 2014 - 3: Amendments
to Australian Accounting
Standards - Accounting for
Acquisitions of interests in
joint operations (AASB 1
and AASB 11)

Issued
/ Compiled

Applicable (1)

Impact

August 2014

1 January 2016

This Standard amends AASB 11: Joint
Arrangements to require the acquirer of an
interest (both initial and additional) in a joint
operation in which the activity constitutes a
business, as defined in AASB 3: Business
Combinations, to apply all of the principles
on business combinations accounting in
AASB 3 and other Australian Accounting
Standards except for those principles that
conflict with the guidance in AASB 11; and
disclose the information required by AASB 3
and other Australian Accounting Standards
for business combinations.
Since adoption of this Standard would impact
only acquisitions of interests in joint
operations on or after 1 January 2016,
management believes it is impracticable at
this stage to provide a reasonable estimate
of such impact on the City's financial
statements.

(v)

AASB 2014-4 Amendments
to Australian Accounting
Standards - Clarification of
Acceptable Methods of
Depreciation and
Amortisation

August 2014

1 January 2016

[AASB 116 & 138]

This Standard amends AASB 116 and AASB
138 to establish the principle for the basis of
depreciation and amortisation as being the
expected pattern of consumption of the
future economic benefits of an asset. It also
clarifies the use of revenue-based methods
to
calculate the depreciation of an asset is not
appropriate nor is revenue generally an
appropriate basis for measuring the
consumption of the economic benefits
embodied in an intangible asset.
Given the City currently uses the expected
pattern of consumption of the future
economic benefits of an asset as the basis of
calculation of depreciation, it is not expected
to have a significant impact.

(vi)

(vii)

AASB 2014-5 Amendments
to Australian Accounting
Standards arising from
AASB 15

AASB 2015-2 Amendments
to Australian Accounting
Standards – Disclosure
Initiative: Amendments to
AASB 101

December 2014 1 January 2017

Consequential changes to various Standards
arising from the issuance of AASB 15.
It will require changes to reflect the impact
of AASB 15.

January 2015

1 January 2016

[AASB 7, 101, 134 & 1049]

This Standard amends AASB 101 to provide
clarification regarding the disclosure
requirements in AASB 101. Specifically, the
Standard
proposes
narrow-focus
amendments to address some of the
concerns
expressed
about
existing
presentation and disclosure requirements
and to ensure entities are able to use
judgement when applying a Standard in
determining what information to disclose in
their financial statements.
This Standard also makes editorial and
consequential amendments as a result of
amendments to the Standards listed in the
title column.
It is not anticipated it will have any
significant impact on disclosures.
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Title
(viii)

Issued
/ Compiled

Applicable (1)

Impact

March 2015

1 July 2016

The objective of this Standard is to extend
the scope of AASB 124 Related Party
Disclosures to include not-for-profit sector
entities.

AASB 2015-6 Amendments
to Australian Accounting
Standards - Extending
Related Party Disclosures to
Not-for-Profit Public Sector
Entities

The Standard is expected to have a
significant disclosure impact on the financial
report of the City as both Elected Members
and Senior Management will be deemed to
be Key Management Personnel and resultant
disclosures will be necessary.

[AASB 10, 124 & 1049]

Notes:
(1)

Applicable to reporting periods commencing on or after the given date.

1.29.0 Adoption of New and Revised Accounting Standards
During the current year, the Council adopted all of the new and revised Australian Accounting Standards and Interpretations which were
compiled, became mandatory and which were applicable to its operations.
These new and revised standards were as follows:
(i)
(ii)

AASB 2015-3 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards arising from the withdrawal of AASB 1031 Materiality
AASB 2015-7 Amendments to Australian Accounting Standards - Fair Value Disclosures of Not-for-Profit Public Sector Entities
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REVENUES AND EXPENSES
The Revenue and Expenses as reported in the Financial Report includes:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
20,014,794

35,700
4,500
40,200

592,554

1,525,440
134,885
0
1,660,325

901,144
1,693,259
2,594,403

0
500,368
0
0
0
0
0
1,540,689
3,082,375
0
0
5,123,432

Charging as Expenses
Depreciation on Non-Current Assets
Auditors Remuneration
- Audit of Financial Report
- Audit of Project Acquittals

Interest Expense
Borrowings
Crediting as Revenue
Profit(Loss) on Sale of Non-Current Assets
Land and Buildings
Plant and Equipment
Furniture and Equipment

Interest Earnings
- Municipal Fund
- Other Funds

Non-Operating Grants, Subsidies and Contributions
General Purpose Funding
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services
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Actual
2015/2016
$

17,585,746

20,608,473

25,168
0
25,168

22,810
3,160
25,970

577,748

577,710

2,510,400
725,056
0
3,235,456

(58,880)
227,221
1,082
169,423

1,006,503
1,403,643
2,410,146

890,648
1,021,363
1,912,011

0
0
0
0
0
0
760,000
490,689
6,007,386
300,000
0
7,558,075

0
0
0
0
0
0
760,000
175,000
8,430,187
0
0
9,365,187

3

DESCRIPTION OF FUNCTIONS / ACTIVITIES
General Purpose Funding
Rates Levied, Interest on Late Payment of Rates, General Purpose Grants and Interest Received on Investments.
Governance
Member of Council Allowances and Reimbursements, Civic Functions, Election Expenses and Administration Expenses.
Law, Order, Public Safety
Supervision of various Local Laws, Fire Prevention, Animal Control, Ranger and Security Services, Impounding of Vehicles and Emergency
Services.
Health
Environmental Health, Food Control, Pest Control, Immunisation Services & Maintenance of Maternal Infant Health Clinics.
Education and Welfare
Pre-Schools and other Education. Care of Families and Children, Senior Citizens Centres, Day Care Centres, Meals on Wheels, Home Help,
Transport Services, Family Support and Multicultural Centre Activities.
Housing
Aged Persons Residence, Accommodation for People with Disabilities and Staff Housing.
Community Amenities
Refuse Collection Services, Landfill Site Operations, Protection of the Environment, Administration of the Town Planning Scheme and Urban
Stormwater and Drainage Works.
Recreation and Culture
Maintenance of Halls, Swimming Pool, Recreation Centres, Reserves, Libraries, Golf course, Recreation Equipment Hire and Other Culture.

Transport
Maintenance of Roads, Drainage Works, Footpaths, Street Lighting, Parking Facilities, Crossovers, Verge Maintenance and Street Sweeping.

Economic Services
Weed Control, Area Promotion, Implementation of Building Controls, Swimming Pool Inspections, Plant Nursery Operations and Concrete
Batching Operations.
Other Property and Services
Private Works, Town Planning Schemes, Public Works Overheads, Plant Operations, Materials, Salaries and Wages Controls and Other
Unclassified Activities.
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4

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS
Actual
2014/2015
$
3,357,045
Cash at Bank
15,269
Cash on Hand
54,482,900
Term Deposits
57,855,214 Total Cash and Cash Equivalents

39,624,206
18,231,008
57,855,214

Actual
2015/2016
$
14,691,266
15,510
40,505,500
55,212,276

Represented by:Restricted Cash
Unrestricted Cash

38,580,010
16,632,266
55,212,276

The following restrictions on cash have been imposed by regulations or other imposed requirements; details of the restrictions can be
obtained from the note number referenced next to each item.
Actual
2014/2015
$
7,495,586
4,235,108
4,109,843
1,714,302
5,340,013
3,183,403
284,003
6,578,685
0
0
0
0
0
156,097
1,030,913
1,211,029
2,799,792
1,485,431
39,624,206

Note
Reserve Fund - Land and Buildings (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Waste Management (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Aged Persons Homes (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Insurance (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Infrastructure (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Local Government & Organisational
Reform (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Sustainability (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - City Centre (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Bentley Regeneration (Restricted Cash)
Reserve Fund - Property Surveillance and Security (Cash Backed)
Reserve Fund - Canning Vale Specified Area Rate (Cash Backed)
Reserve Fund - Underground Power Service Charge (Cash Backed)
Unspent Loan Funds
Other - (Town Planning Scheme 23 and 24) (Restricted Cash)
Crossover Construction Fees
Kerb and Footpath Deposits
Canning Lodge Accommodation Bonds
Unspent Grants
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8(a)
8(b)
8(c)
8(d)
8(e)
8(f)
8(g)
8(h)
8(i)

7(b)
31
28
28
28
5

Actual
2015/2016
$
6,225,110
4,973,171
3,072,969
1,720,299
8,585,501
664,621
133,446
6,206,530
0
57,223
0
47,071
0
160,187
991,169
1,184,865
2,783,692
1,774,155
38,580,010

5

UNSPENT GRANTS
The following details Grants recognised as revenues during the financial year in respect of which expenditure had not been made and is to be
carried forward and expenditure will be incurred in the 2016/2017 financial year:
Conditions Over Grants/Contributions

Grant/Contribution
Operating Grants/Contributions
Law, Order & Public Safety
Cat Act Sterilisation Program-Grant
Govt Grant-Clean Street Project-Graffiti
Govt Grant-FESA

Balance
01-Jul-14
$

Received
2014-2015
$

Expended
2014-2015
$

Balance
30-Jun-15
$

Received
2015-2016
$

Expended
2015-2016
$

Balance
30-Jun-16
$

19,168
0
0

0
14,309
52,760

0
10,050
38,614

19,168
4,259
14,146

0
20,000
37,113

19,168
16,004
47,123

0
8,255
4,136

5,000

0

5,000
0

0

1,000

0

1,000

Education and Welfare
DLGC-Families Fiesta-Early Years
Community Visitor Scheme- Grant Funding

0
0

8,327
21,752

3,068
6,008

5,259
15,744

0
28,889

5,259
44,633

0
0

Community Amenities
Grant-Ranford Road Bushland NRM
Riverbank Drain Swales-Shelley/R.moyne
Centenary Ave Foreshore Riverbank Grant
State Natural Res Grant (Black Creek)

28,000
13,960
0
0

0
0
25,000
25,000

23,547
4,900
25,000
0

4,453
9,060
0
25,000

152,000
10,000

4,453
9,060
140,167
35,000

0
0
11,833
0

0

0

0

0

332,754

0

332,754

Federal Assisted Grant (15/16)

0

0

0

691,853

588,787

764,629

516,011

Other Property & Service
Grant WALGCC Bridge Maintenance

0

0

0

0

400,000

375,259

24,741

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

973,201
247,900
0
0
212,000
0
0
0
0

321,489
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
375,000

0
233,700
400,000
1,466,667
134,000
1,563,636
345,089
1,400,000
0

321,489
104,826
0
74,212
85,269
0
14,561
55,334
0

0
128,874
400,000
1,392,455
48,731
1,563,636
330,528
1,344,666
375,000

Health
Govt Grant-Tobacco Control Initiative

Recreation
DSR Grant-C/Vale Reg Sport-Tech Studies
Transport

Capital Grants/Contributions towards the Development of Assets
Transport
Federal Assisted Grant (14/15)
Metropolitan Local Road Fund (Untied)
Metropolitan Local Road Fund (Improve)
Metropolitan Local Road Fund (Tied Improve)
Black Spot State (13/14)
Bunnings Cont-Grose RAB and SLR
Black Spot(13/14)
Metropolitan Local Rd fund (improvement)
PTA Q/Pk Precinct Streetscape Project
Total grant and contributions unspent

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66,128

147,148
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1,549,288

1,485,431

7,113,635

2,116,447

6,482,620

6
(a)

PROPERTY, PLANT, EQUIPMENT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Sale of Assets
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 36(1)(e), the following information is provided in relation to the disposal
of Assets by Asset Class for the year 2015/2016
Proceeds
Sale of Assets
2015/2016
2015/2016
Adopted
Budget
Actual
$
$
Asset by Class
Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Plant and Equipment
TOTAL

(b)

2,510,400
0
1,001,266
3,511,666

Written Down
Value
2015/2016
2015/2016
Adopted
Budget
Actual
$
$

0
1,082
764,277
765,359

0
0
276,210
276,210

Gain(Loss)
on Disposal
2015/2016
2015/2016
Adopted
Budget
Actual
$
$

58,880
0
537,056
595,936

2,510,400
0
725,056
3,235,456

(58,880)
1,082
227,221
169,423

Property, Plant and Equipment
Actual
2014/2015
$

Actual
2015/2016

$
74,348,300

228,825,560
5,198,729
(107,090,393) 126,933,896

$

$
74,348,300

Land (Independent valuation-2014)
Buildings (Independent valuation-2014)
Buildings (At cost - 2015)
Buildings (At cost - 2016)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

227,900,560
5,198,729
3,802,826
(112,800,094)

124,102,021

19,580,414
(17,745,333)

1,835,081

Furniture and Fittings (Independent valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

11,951,050
(10,095,900)

1,855,150

21,835,776
(11,432,920)

10,402,856

Plant and Equipment (Independent Valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

21,579,735
(11,885,242)

9,694,493

92,515
(92,515)

Tools (Management Valuation)
0
Less Accumulated Depreciation
213,520,133
Total Property Plant and Equipment Assets
618,444
Buildings (Work in Progress at Cost)
(618,444)
Buildings (Work in Progress at Cost) - Capitalised during the year
213,520,133 Total Property Plant and Equipment Assets including WIP

92,515
(92,515)

0
209,999,964
171,388
0
210,171,352

For further details on Council’s Policy on Accounting for Fixed Assets refer to Note 1.3.0 "Non-Current Assets - Valuations
and Depreciation”.
Movements in Carrying Amounts
Year ended 30 June 2016

Land

Buildings

Balance at the beginning of

$
74,348,300

$
126,933,897

Additions

0

Capitalisation of WIP

0

Furniture
and
Equipment
$
1,835,081

Plant
and
Equipment
$
10,402,856

$
213,520,134

2,122,865

171,388

318,210

3,241,560

5,854,023

0

1,679,960

0

0

0

1,679,960

Increase in Residents
Equity Retirement Villages

0

(155,800)

0

0

0

(155,800)

Disposals

0

(58,880)

0

0

(537,056)

(595,936)

Revaluation Increments/
(decrements)

0

155,800

0

108,501

(751,987)

(487,686)

(6,575,820)

0

(406,642)

(2,660,880)

(9,643,342)

124,102,021

171,388

1,855,150

9,694,493

210,171,352

Depreciation Expense
Carrying Amount at the end
of Year

74,348,300
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Work in
Progress
Buildings
$

Total

(b)

Property, Plant and Equipment (continued)
Year ended 30 June 2015

Land

$
127,618,982

Work in
Progress
Buildings
$
618,444

Furniture
and
Equipment
$
1,766,374

Plant
and
Equipment
$
10,198,351

Balance at the beginning of

$
75,048,300

$
215,250,451

0

5,622,467

0

510,255

3,140,811

9,273,533

540,153

(540,153)

0

0

0

0

(309,700)

0

0

0

(309,700)

(700,000)

(404,232)

(78,291)

0

(498,149)

(1,680,672)

0

309,700

0

0

0

309,700

(6,443,473)

0

(441,548)

(2,438,157)

(9,323,178)

126,933,896

0

1,835,081

10,402,856

213,520,133

Additions

Buildings

Capitalisation of WIP
Increase in Residents
Equity Retirement Villages
Disposals
Revaluation Increments/
(decrements)
Depreciation Expense
Carrying Amount at the end
of Year

74,348,300

Total

The Land component of the Assets does not include Land held for Resale. Transactions relating to Land Held for Resale are shown at Note 19.
(c)

Infrastructure Assets
Actual
2014/2015

Actual
2015/2016

$
$
460,982,734
(135,191,618) 325,791,116

Infrastructure - Roads (management valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

$
470,902,984
(141,153,619)

$
329,749,365

56,476,077
(22,535,744)

33,940,333

54,473,170
(21,113,239)

33,359,931

Infrastructure - Footpath & Cycleways (management
valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

126,186,380
(56,625,442)

69,560,938

Infrastructure - Drainage (management valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

128,621,694
(59,075,814)

69,545,880

44,195,888
(29,214,185)

14,981,703

Infrastructure - Bridges (management valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

44,712,807
(30,095,091)

14,617,716

79,285,089
(17,359,401)

61,925,688

Infrastructure - Recreation Facilities (management valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation

84,099,803
(20,428,442)

63,671,361

10,528,025
(5,334,879)

5,193,146

11,718,827
(5,936,364)

5,782,463

1,679,960

Infrastructure - Other (management valuation)
Less Accumulated Depreciation
Infrastructure - Work In Progress (At Cost)
Less: Capitalised to Building

512,492,482 Total Infrastructure Assets

1,679,960
(1,679,960)
517,307,118

For further details on Council’s Policy on Accounting for Fixed Assets refer to Note 1.3.0 "Non-Current Assets - Valuations
and Depreciation”.
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(c)

Infrastructure Assets (continued)
Movements in Carrying Amounts
Year ended 30 June 2016

Roads

Footpath &
Cycleways
$

$
Balance at the beginning of
the year
Additions

Depreciation Expense
Carrying Amount at the end
of Year

Year ended 30 June 2015

$

$

Recreation
Facilities
$

Infrastructure
Other
$

WIP

Total

$

$

33,359,931

69,560,938

14,981,703

61,925,688

5,193,146

8,330,269

1,227,011

944,227

0

1,069,623

1,087,895

0

12,659,025

0

0

0

0

0

0

(1,679,960)

(1,679,960)

1,551,264

459,197

641,705

234,916

1,892,145

21,476

0

4,800,703

(5,923,284)

(1,105,805)

(1,600,990)

(598,903)

(1,216,095)

(520,054)

0 (10,965,131)

329,749,365

33,940,333

69,545,880

14,617,716

63,671,361

5,782,463

0 517,307,118

Roads

Footpath &
Cycleways
$

$
Balance at the beginning of
the year

Bridges

325,791,116

Disposals
Revaluation Increments/
(decrements)

Drainage

Drainage

Bridges

$

$

Recreation
Facilities
$

Infrastructure
Other
$

1,679,960 512,492,482

WIP

Total

$

$

269,027,950

28,286,586

61,625,539

6,190,496

47,792,478

4,911,449

5,955,012

1,149,130

1,081,786

0

3,755,499

92,186

1,679,960

13,713,573

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Revaluation Increments/
(decrements)

56,780,045

5,008,568

8,430,943

9,329,748

11,391,310

695,412

0

91,636,026

Depreciation Expense

(5,971,891)

(1,084,353)

(1,577,330)

(538,541)

(1,013,599)

(505,901)

0 (10,691,615)

325,791,116

33,359,931

69,560,938

14,981,703

61,925,688

5,193,146

1,679,960 512,492,482

Additions
Disposals

Carrying Amount at the end
of Year
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0 417,834,498

7
(a)

BORROWINGS
Unspent balance of money borrowed in a previous financial year
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 48, the unspent balance of money borrowed in a previous financial years is nil. Details of
Loan Funds remaining Unspent for the current financial year are detailed in Note 7(b).

(b)

Loans Raised in Financial Year
The City did not raise any new loan in the 2015/2016 financial year;
Loans Raised in Financial Year

(c)

Loan Repayments
Council’s Loan Liability is summarised as follows:
Program

Loan
No.

Principal

Loans
Raised

1/07/2015
$

2015/2016
$

Interest
Adopted
Actual
Budget
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$

Loan Repayment
Adopted
Actual
Budget
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$

Principal

30/06/2016
$

Community Amenities
SMRC Exit
Funding

237

8,132,148

0

316,333

316,333

1,805,044

1,805,044

6,327,104

83,648

176,502

176,502

1,268,034

84,440

178,171

178,171

1,280,022

Economic Services
Underground
Power - Wilson West

236A

1,444,536

0

Underground
Power - Bentley East

236B

1,458,193

0

84,440

Underground
Power - Wilson East
SUB TOTAL
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2,068,417

0

93,325

93,289

225,709

225,724

1,842,693

13,103,294

0

577,748

577,710

2,385,426

2,385,441

10,717,853

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

13,103,294

0

577,710

2,385,426

2,385,441

10,717,853

Current
Non-Current

2,385,426
10,717,868

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

577,748

577,710

2,385,426

2,385,441

LESS Change in Net Accrual

Loan Repayments reimbursed
TOTAL

0
13,103,294

0

83,650

577,748

577,748
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577,710

2,385,426

2,385,441

2,477,394
8,240,459
0
10,717,853

8

RESERVES
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 38 the following Reserve account information is disclosed.

(a)

Land, Building and Development Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : Acquisition, Development and Improvement of Land and Buildings and make loans to Council's Town Planning Schemes for the
purpose of acquiring Public Open Space, together with investigations and planning associated with Council land holdings, City Centre and
Strategic Precinct developments:
Subject to approval by Council, this Reserve may also make funds available for the following:
- To repay or refinance existing loan borrowings
- To provide internal finance as an alternative to external borrowings
- For payments of compensation awarded against the City
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
24,380,965
2,936,060
(19,821,439)
7,495,586

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

Actual
2015/2016
$

6,829,807

7,495,586

1,576,577
(4,346,518)

1,388,063
(2,658,539)

4,059,866

6,225,110

Closing Balance

The Council has committed funds within the Land, Building and Development Reserve detailed below;
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

(b)

Actual
2015/2016
$

7,495,586

Details
- General Purpose Land, Building and Development

4,059,866

6,225,110

7,495,586

CLOSING BALANCE

4,059,866

6,225,110

Waste Management Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : Acquisition and Development of Infrastructure, Plant and Equipment and Studies/Investigations associated with the City's Waste
Management.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
4,611,087
1,646,834
(2,022,813)
4,235,108

(c)

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve
Closing Balance

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
4,398,570

Actual
2015/2016
$
4,235,108

2,167,136
(1,848,730)

1,999,319
(1,261,256)

4,716,976

4,973,171

Aged and Disabled Services Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To fund operational and Capital requirements associated with the City's Aged Care and Disability Services.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
5,434,442
150,911
(1,475,510)
4,109,843

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve
Closing Balance
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Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
3,873,234

Actual
2015/2016
$
4,109,843

583,643
(1,786,457)

1,010,910
(2,047,784)

2,670,420

3,072,969

(d)

Insurance Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To provide for the liabilities that may arise from the City's external and internal Insurance requirements and to provide funding for
various risk management strategies that will assist in reducing Insurance Premiums.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
2,134,070

(e)

Opening Balance

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
1,705,521

Actual
2015/2016
$
1,714,302

0
(419,768)

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

44,019
(170,000)

47,857
(41,860)

1,714,302

Closing Balance

1,579,540

1,720,299

Infrastructure Reserve (Cash Backed)

Purpose : To accumulate for Infrastructure Works that are scheduled but may not commence within the current financial year. Funds held in the
Reserve will retain their Capital Works identity and be accessed in a future period when Capital Works commence.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
6,123,440

Opening Balance

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
5,513,186

Actual
2015/2016
$
5,340,013

78,611
(862,038)

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

710,274
(160,492)

3,522,254
(276,766)

5,340,013

Closing Balance

6,062,968

8,585,501

The Council has committed funds within the Infrastructure Reserve detailed below;
Actual
2014/2015
$
244,497
62,761
4,226,299
864
0
0
251,548
324,350
159,694
70,000
5,340,013
(f)

Actual
2015/2016
$
244,497
37,241
4,552,087
0
1,200,000
1,200,000
251,548
870,434
159,694
70,000
8,585,501

Details
- Depot Refurbishment
- POS Development Bentley / St James
- Sevenoaks St - Dual Carriageway (Acc 53890,53896)
- Welshpool Rd - Dual Carriageway (Acc 45425, 45355, 71557)
- Bunnings Cont. – Grose RAB and SLR
- Ranford Road- Bus Lane
- Drain Recontour/Landscaping & Refunds TPS38 (Acc 46831, 57853)
- Road Rehabilitation & Resurfacing
- Drainage
- Parklands for Active Use
CLOSING BALANCE

Local Government & Organisational Reform Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To fund costs associated with the reform of the Organisation together with State Government reform of the industry including both
structural change and the implementation of integrated planning.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
901,148
4,000,000
(1,717,745)
3,183,403

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve
Closing Balance
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Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
2,915,246

Actual
2015/2016
$
3,183,403

97,881
(1,036,409)

71,981
(2,590,763)

1,976,718

664,621

(g)

Sustainability Reserve (Cash Backed)

Purpose : Expenditure associated with undertaking exemplary projects and practices which comply with the sustainability principles:
1. to reduce the waste of fossil fuels, scarce metals and minerals;
2. to reduce the use of persistent chemicals and synthetic substances;
3. improved management of land, water, wildlife, bushland, soil and ecosystems; or,
4. the education and promotion of sustainability principles.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
0
500,000
(215,997)
284,003
(h)

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve
Closing Balance

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
318,504

Actual
2015/2016
$
284,003

3,772
(140,814)

7,335
(157,892)

181,462

133,446

Canning City Centre Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : Planning, development and implementation of the Canning city Centre Regeneration Strategy, including undertaking studies,
investigations, civil works, land purchases and development projects associated with the Canning City Centre.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
0
8,000,000
(1,421,315)
6,578,685

(i)

Opening Balance
Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve
Closing Balance

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
6,619,555

Actual
2015/2016
$
6,578,685

1,779,429
(1,846,558)

185,548
(557,703)

6,552,426

6,206,530

Bentley Regeneration Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To provide funding for the urban regeneration of the suburb localities of Bentley and St James, for initiatives including the feasibility,
delivery and enhancement of community facilities, public open space and infrastructure.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
0
272,733
(272,733)
0
(j)

Opening Balance

Actual
2015/2016
$
0

0

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

1,283,051
(83,051)

50,489
(50,489)

Closing Balance

1,200,000

0

Property Surveillance and Security Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To retain any surplus funds that may arise from the Property Surveillance and Security Service Charge that will be used to offset
future years charges along with the purchase of plant and equipment used for the service.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
0

Opening Balance

0
0

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

0

Closing Balance
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Actual
2015/2016
$
0

0

102,505
(100,454)

57,223
0

2,051

57,223

(k)

Canning Vale Specified Area Rate Reserve (Cash Backed)
Purpose : To retain any surplus funds that may arise from the Canning Vale Specified Area Rate that will be used to offset future years charges
along with the purchase of plant and equipment used for the service.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

(l)

Actual
2015/2016
$

0

Opening Balance

0

0

0
0

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

0
0

0
0

0

Closing Balance

0

0

Underground Power Service Charge Reserve (Cash Backed)

Purpose : To retain funding for the underground power projects for the suburb localities within the City, to offset future years charges and for
initiatives including the feasibility, delivery and enhancement of community facilities, public open space and infrastructure.
The transactions of the Reserve Fund are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

Actual
2015/2016
$

0

Opening Balance

0

0

0
0

Transfer to Reserve
Transfer from Reserve

0
0

47,071
0

0

Closing Balance

0

47,071

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
4,059,866
4,716,976
2,670,420
1,579,540
6,062,968
1,976,718
181,462
6,552,426
1,200,000
2,051
0
0
29,002,427

Actual
2015/2016
$
6,225,110
4,973,171
3,072,969
1,720,299
8,585,501
664,621
133,446
6,206,530
0
57,223
0
47,071
31,685,942

Summary of Reserve Balances
Actual
2014/2015
$
7,495,586
4,235,108
4,109,843
1,714,302
5,340,013
3,183,403
284,003
6,578,685
0
0
0
0
32,940,944

Land, Building and Development Reserve (Cash Backed)
Waste Management Reserve (Cash Backed)
Aged and Disabled Services Reserve (Cash Backed)
Insurance Reserve (Cash Backed)
Infrastructure Reserve (Cash Backed)
Local Government & Organisational Reform Reserve (Cash Backed)
Sustainability Reserve (Cash Backed)
Canning City Centre Reserve (Cash Backed)
Bentley Regeneration Reserve (Cash Backed)
Property Surveillance and Security Reserve (Cash Backed)
Canning Vale Specified Area Rate Reserve (Cash Backed)
Underground Power Service Charge Reserve (Cash Backed)

All of the above Reserve Accounts are Cash Backed and are disclosed as Restricted Cash Assets in Note 4 of the
Financial Statements.
It is anticipated the Reserves will be utilised as follows:
Land, Building and Development Reserve (Cash Backed)
Waste Management Reserve (Cash Backed)
Aged and Disabled Services Reserve (Cash Backed)
Insurance Reserve (Cash Backed)
Infrastructure Reserve (Cash Backed)
Local Government & Organisational Reform Reserve (Cash Backed)
Sustainability Reserve (Cash Backed)
Canning City Centre Reserve (Cash Backed)
Bentley Regeneration Reserve (Cash Backed)
Property Surveillance Reserve (Cash Backed)
Canning Vale Specified Area Rate (Cash Backed)
Underground Power Reserve (Cash Backed)
Council would expect further transfers to be made to and from all Reserves as funds are utilised.
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Progressively over the next 10 Years
Progressively over the next 10 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next 10 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next Year
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next 10 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years
Progressively over the next 5 Years

(j)

Revaluation Surplus
The following Asset Revaluation Surplus has resulted from the revaluation of Council Assets in accordance with the AASB 116 - "Property, Plant
and Equipment”.
The Asset Revaluation Surplus is not Cash Backed and future transactions on the Surplus will be in accordance with Note 1.3.0 “Non Current
Assets - Valuation and Depreciation”.
The amount in the Asset Revaluation Surplus is represented by the following Asset Class balances:
Opening
Balance

Revaluation
Increment

Revaluation
(Decrement)

Closing
Balance

Land

74,534,224

0

0

74,534,224

Buildings

46,751,541

155,800

0

46,907,341

475,318

108,501

0

583,819

1,606,963

(751,987)

0

854,976

184,212,430

1,551,264

0

185,763,694

Infrastructure - Footpaths and Cycleways

24,773,924

459,197

0

25,233,121

Infrastructure - Drainage

54,031,843

641,705

0

54,673,548

Infrastructure - Bridges

14,442,778

234,916

0

14,677,694

Infrastructure - Recreational Facilities

15,270,928

1,892,145

0

17,163,073

4,062,744

21,476

0

4,084,220

420,162,693

4,313,017

0

424,475,710

Furniture & Equipment
Plant & Equipment
Infrastructure - Roads

Infrastructure - Other
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CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Reconciliation of cash flows from operations with change in net result from operations.
For the purpose of this statement of cash flows, cash includes cash on hand and deposits with Banks or Financial Institutions.

Actual
2014/2015
$
(9,541,517)

20,014,794
(1,660,325)
(5,123,432)

55,372
379,604
346,660
207,055
2,934,037
360,314
7,972,562

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
5,318,791

Actual
2015/2016
$
986,618

Non cash flows in change in Net Equity
Depreciation
Profit/loss on sale of Fixed Assets
Government Revenue

17,585,746
(3,235,456)
(7,558,075)

20,608,473
(169,423)
(9,365,187)

Change in Assets and Liabilities
(Increase)/Decrease in Inventory
(Increase)/Decrease in Prepaid Expenses
(Increase)/Decrease in Accounts Receivables
Increase/(Decrease) in Accounts Payables
Increase/(Decrease) in Provisions
Increase/(Decrease) in Income in Advance
Cash flows from Operations

(9,820)
72,200
783,865
(2,062,339)
0
346,302
11,241,214

(497)
4,000
1,772,597
(4,857,228)
(206,748)
0
8,772,605

Change in net Result from operations

Reconciliation of Cash
3,372,314
54,482,900
57,855,214

Cash at Bank
Investments - Current
TOTAL CASH

14,706,776
40,505,500
55,212,276
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TRUST FUND INFORMATION
TRUST FUND
FOR THE PERIOD ENDING 30 JUNE 2016
PARTICULARS

OPENING
BALANCE

RECEIPTS
ADOPTED
ACTUAL
BUDGET
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$

1/07/2015
$
DEPOSITS
Canning Rugby Club Establish Clubrooms
Wilson Park

PAYMENTS
ADOPTED
ACTUAL
BUDGET
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$

CLOSING BALANCE
ADOPTED
ACTUAL
BUDGET
2015/2016 30/06/2016
$
$

INTEREST
2015/2016
$

617

0

0

0

0

17

599

635

4,507

0

0

0

0

127

3,649

4,634

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1,615
89

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

46
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1,567
86

1,660
91

1,335,096
6,004,360
994,650
83,723
573,528

0
1,500,000
0
0
0

161,700
1,691,975
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1,858,000
0
0
0

37,651
169,329
28,050
2,361
16,174

1,125,238
7,392,522
965,172
81,241
556,531

1,534,447
6,007,664
1,022,700
86,084
589,702

190
42,159

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

5
1,189

184
40,909

195
43,348

775

0

0

0

0

22

752

797

Dewey St-Private Drainage
Scheme Contribution

24,430

0

0

0

0

689

23,706

25,119

City of Canning Relief Fund

508

0

0

0

0

14

493

522

300,800
3,544
2,992

0
0
0

690
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

8,483
100
84

291,885
3,439
2,904

309,973
3,644
3,077

9,373,582

1,500,000

1,854,365

0

1,858,000

264,345

10,490,877

9,634,292

Canning Literary Awards
Nomination Deposits
PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
CONTRIBUTIONS
TPS6 Drainage (Kempe
Hutchinson)
TPS9 (VM & FM Allen)
Public Open Space and Local
Centre Contributions
- TPS 17
- TPS 21
- TPS 23
- TPS 24
- TPS 33
TOWN PLANNING SCHEMES
Town Planning Scheme 28AReimbursement
Town Planning Scheme 30
OTHER
Woodloes Folk Museum

Unclaimed Monies and
Returned Cheques
Sale of Impounded Vehicles
SMRC - GST pending ATO Tax
TOTAL

These funds held at the balance date are funds over which the Council has no control and which are not included in the financial statements.
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COMPARISON WITH RATE SETTING BUDGET

In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 36(1)(a) the following information provides details of movements to and from Reserve
Accounts which have not been included in the Income Statement but which have been included in the “Rate Setting Statement”.
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

Actual
2015/2016
$

28,229,358
223,402

Non Operating Income
Transfer from Reserves
Transfer from Other

11,419,029
0

9,643,053
393,958

28,452,760

TOTAL

11,419,029

10,037,011

17,585,148
706,341

Non Operating Expenditure
Transfer to Reserves
Transfer Other

8,245,782
136,600

8,283,756
1,363,017

18,291,490

TOTAL

8,382,382

9,646,773
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RATING INFORMATION
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 39, Council has imposed the following Rates:

(a)

General and Minimum Rate

Number of
Properties
GENERAL RATE
General Rate GRV
Minimum Rate
Interim Rates
SUB TOTAL
SPECIFIED AREA
Canning Vale POS
- General Rates
- Surplus C/F
SUB TOTAL

25,650

25,650

GENERAL RATE
Rateable
G.R.V.
Value
Rate in
$
$
1,123,401,061

0.040510

1,123,401,061

3,248

83,488,153

3,248

83,488,153

CURRENT YEAR ESTIMATED 2015/2016
MINIMUM RATE
Rate
Number of
Minimums
Minimum
Yield
Properties Rateable Value
Rate
$
$
$
45,508,977

45,508,977

0.003292

11,135

155,636,660

11,135

155,636,660

683

7,605,205
7,605,205

TOTAL
$
45,508,977
7,605,205
323,937
53,438,119

274,843

274,843
0

274,843

274,843

45,783,820

GRAND TOTAL

Yield
$

7,605,205

53,712,962

CURRENT YEAR ACTUAL 2015/2016
Number of
Properties
GENERAL RATE
General Rate GRV
Minimum Rate
Interim Rates
Prepaid Rates B/F
Prepaid Rates C/F
SUB TOTAL

25,648

25,648

SPECIFIED AREA
Canning Vale POS
- General Rates
3,248
- Interim Rates
- (Deficit) / Surplus B/F
- Deficit / (Surplus) C/F
SUB TOTAL

3,248

GENERAL RATE
Rateable
G.R.V.
Value
Rate in
$
$
1,123,347,923

0.04051

1,123,347,923

83,486,244

Rate
Yield
$

83,486,244

GRAND TOTAL

Yield
$

45,506,829

45,506,829

0.003292

MINIMUM RATE
Number of
Minimums
Minimum
Properties Rateable Value
Rate
$
$

11,134

155,630,008

11,134

155,630,008

683

7,604,522

7,604,522

TOTAL
$
45,506,829
7,604,522
923,134
-593,634
596,337
54,037,188

274,837

274,837
3,327
(2,082)
21,900

274,837

297,982

45,781,666

7,604,522

The Objectives and Reasons for General and Minimum Rate
Council imposed a general rate of 0.040510 cents in the Dollar and minimum rate of $683pa, as Council perceives it to be a “reasonable”
minimum level of rates which all ratepayers in its district should pay. The minimum rate reflects the basic cost incurred by the Council in
servicing each lot or dwelling in its district.
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54,335,170

(b)

Specified Area Rates
Canning Vale Public Open Space Maintenance
To maintain the level of Public Open Space Development at the current standard. Recently established and ongoing subdivisions in Canning
Vale, a suburb located in the South East Corner of the City, adjacent to Ranford Road, all have Public Open Space fully developed and initially
provided at the expense of the respective subdividers.
Description of Land
All the land comprised within the area connecting at the north western corner of the intersection of Nicholson Road and Clifton Road then in a
north easterly direction along the north western boundary of Nicholson Road to Nicholson Court then in a north easterly direction along the
north western boundary of Nicholson Court to the south western corner of the intersection of Nicholson Court and the Standard Gauge Railway
Reserve then in a south westerly direction along the southern boundary of the Standard Gauge railway Reserve and Ranford Road then in a
south easterly direction along the north eastern boundary of Ranford Road to the north eastern corner of the intersection of Ranford Road and
Wilfred Road then in a south westerly direction along the south eastern boundary of Wilfred Road to the south eastern corner of the intersection
of Wilfred Road and Clifton Road then in a south easterly direction along the north eastern boundary of Clifton Road to the south eastern corner
of the intersection of Clifton Road and Silicon Road then in a south easterly direction along the north eastern side of Clifton Road to the starting
point.
More commonly known as the "Canning Vale Estates".
Application of Rates Levied
To meet the additional cost of maintaining the Public Open Space developed in the Canning Vale Estates. The Canning Vale Estates ratepayers
are required to contribute approximately 27% of the total amount of maintaining the parklands and street gardens.

Actual
2014/2015
$
(3,644)
264,536
260,892

(18,679)
(71,202)
(56,743)
(116,351)
(262,975)

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
Overspent Balances Carried Forward
Revenue
Less Expenses
Public Open Space & Verge Maintenance
- Canning Vale Oval
- Livingston Estate P.O.S.
- Waratah Estate P.O.S.
- Ranford Estate P.O.S

(2,082) (Overspent) / Unspent Balance Carried Forward
(c)

0
274,844
274,844

Actual
2015/2016
$
(2,082)
278,165
276,083

(22,985)
(79,703)
(65,568)
(106,588)
(274,844)

(23,976)
(73,920)
(59,039)
(141,047)
(297,982)

0

(21,900)

Information about discounts, incentives, concessions and write offs
The following Prizes were donated by the Sponsors of the Rate Payment Incentive Scheme for the 2015/2016 Financial year.
* 4 Gift Cards x $500 each from Stockland Riverton.
* 5 Bank Accounts x $500 each from National Australia Bank
The total cost of this Incentive Scheme for the City of Canning is nil.
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SERVICE CHARGES

(a)

Wilson West
Pursuant to Section 6.38(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 and Regulation 54 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations,
a Service Charge is imposed for the provision of Underground Electricity within a defined part of the District of Wilson, described as Wilson
West.
Description of Land
The properties bounded by Centenary Avenue, Manning Road and Leach Highway. This includes properties connected on both sides of Leach
Highway.
The Project involved the Design, installation and commissioning of an underground Electricity Supply Distribution System. The Project
included the conversion of all existing Overhead customer service connections to Underground between the property boundary and the
property building.
The City has borrowed the sum of $1,923,668 for a term of 10 years to fund the above project.
The Loan repayments for the 2015/2016 financial year amounts to $260,151 comprising of :
Interest Repayment
Principal Repayment

$83,649
$176,502
$260,151

The Service Charges imposed for the 2015/2016 financial year are defined as :

Annual
Service Charge
2014/2015
$
491.02
157.27
405.77
441.83
72.01
405.77

Description
Wilson West Underground Power Annual Charge

(WW1) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection
(WW1A) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection with 85% discount
(WW1B) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(WW2) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection
(WW2A) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings with 85%
discount
(WW2B) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
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Annual
Service Charge
2015/2016
$
491.02
157.27
405.77
441.83
72.01
405.77

Annual
Service Charge
2014/2015
$
399.21
392.65
58.90
58.90
108.09
883.67
834.48
785.30
1,276.32
1,227.13
1,177.95
1,668.98
1,570.60
1,963.24
2,405.08
3,190.38
4,711.79
6,724.23
7,166.06
7,951.36
12,957.42
13,350.07

Annual
Service Charge
2015/2016
$

Description
Wilson West Underground Power Annual Charge

(WW2C) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $50 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(WW3) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection
(WW3A) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(WW3D) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(WW3E) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(WWM2A) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
(WWM2B) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM2C) Two dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM3A) Three dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
(WWM3B) Three dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM3C) Three dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM4A) Four dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
(WWM4C) Four dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM5C) Five dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM6B) Six dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM8B) Eight dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM12C) Twelve dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM17B) Seventeen dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(WWM18A) Eighteen dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
(WWM20A) Twenty dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
(WWM33C) Thirty-three dwellings on one property with underground external
and underground internal power connection
(WWM34C) Thirty-four dwellings on one property with underground external
and underground internal power connection

399.21
392.65
58.90
58.90
108.09
883.67
834.48
785.30
1,276.32
1,227.13
1,177.95
1,668.98
1,570.60
1,963.24
2,405.08
3,190.38
4,711.79
6,724.23
7,166.06
7,951.36
12,957.42
13,350.07

The service charge for the area described as Wilson West was imposed on property owners for the first time in the 2011/2012 financial year.
Property owners were given a once only opportunity to make a lump sum payment in 2011/2012 financial year which reduced the amount of
loan funds raised in the 2011/2012 financial year.
The Application of the service Charge levied is summarised as follows:
Actual
2014/2015
$
13,687
250,395
264,082
(167,826)
(85,432)
(253,258)
10,824

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
Unspent Balance Carried Forward
Service Charges Raised
Less Expenses
Loan Repayment Principal
Loan Repayment Interest

Unspent Balance Carried Forward
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0
260,152
260,152

Actual
2015/2016
$
10,824
258,811
269,635

(176,502)
(83,650)
(260,152)

(176,502)
(83,649)
(260,151)

0

9,484

(b )

Bentley East
Pursuant to Section 6.38(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 and Regulation 54 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations,
a Service Charge is imposed for the provision of Underground Electricity within a defined part of the District of Bentley, described as Bentley
East.
Description of Land
The properties bounded by Coolgardie Street, Albany Highway, Manning Road and the Brownlie Towers Precinct. This includes properties
connected on both sides of Manning Road but does not include the Brownlie Towers Precinct.
The Project involved the Design, installation and commissioning of an underground Electricity Supply Distribution System. The Project
included the conversion of all existing Overhead customer service connections to Underground between the property boundary and the
property building.
The City has borrowed the sum of $1,941,857 for a term of 10 years to fund the above project.
The Loan repayments for the 2015/2016 financial year amounts to $262,611 comprising of :
Interest Repayment
Principal Repayment

$84,440
$178,171
$262,611

The Service Charges imposed for the 2015/2016 financial year are defined as :
Annual
Service Charge
2014/2015
$
457.78
132.47
395.23
388.97
420.25
94.94
395.23
388.97
382.73
57.41
57.41
840.50
802.97
765.44
114.82
189.88
1,223.23

Description
Bentley East Underground Power Annual Charge

(BE1) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection
(BE1A) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection with 85% discount
(BE1B) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(BE1C) Property with overhead external and overhead internal power
connection with $50 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(BE2) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection
(BE2A) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(BE2B) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(BE2C) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $50 service charge due to multiple dwellings
(BE3) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection
(BE3A) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(BE3D) Property with underground external and underground internal power
connection with 85% discount
(BEM2A) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external and overhead
internal power connection
(BEM2B) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM2C) Two dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM2D) Two dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection with 85% discount
(BEM2E) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external and overhead
internal power connection with 85% discount
(BEM3A) Three dwellings on one property with overhead external and
overhead internal power connection
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Annual
Service Charge
2015/2016
$
457.78
132.47
395.23
388.97
420.25
94.94
395.23
388.97
382.73
57.41
57.41
840.50
802.97
765.44
114.82
189.88
1,223.23

Annual
Service Charge
2014/2015
$
1,185.70
1,148.17
1,568.42
1,951.14
2,333.86
2,296.32
2,716.58
2,679.05
3,099.30

Annual
Service Charge
2015/2016
$

Description
Bentley East Underground Power Annual Charge

(BEM3B) Three dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM3C) Three dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM4B) Four dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM5B) Five dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM6B) Six dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM6C) Six dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM7B) Seven dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM7C) Seven dwellings on one property with underground external and
underground internal power connection
(BEM8B) Eight dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection

1,185.70
1,148.17
1,568.42
1,951.14
2,333.86
2,296.32
2,716.58
2,679.05
3,099.30

The service charge for the area described as Bentley East was imposed on property owners for the first time in the 2011/2012 financial year.
Property owners were given a once only opportunity to make a lump sum payment which would reduce the amount of loan funds to be raised,
or elect to make annual payments over a ten year period commencing in the 2012/2013 financial year.

Actual
2014/2015
$
1,718
0
259,965
261,683
(169,412)
(86,223)
(255,635)
6,048

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
(Unspent)/Overspent Balance Brought Forward
Service Charge Raised - Lump sum
Service Charge Raised
Less Expenses
Loan Repayment Principal
Loan Repayment Interest

Unspent/(Overspent) Balance Carried Forward
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0
0
262,611
262,611

Actual
2015/2016
$
6,048
466
260,139
266,653

(178,171)
(84,440)
(262,611)

(178,171)
(84,440)
(262,611)

0

4,042

(c )

Wilson East
Pursuant to Section 6.38(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 and Regulation 54 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations,
a Service Charge is imposed for the provision of Underground Electricity within a defined part of the District of Wilson, described as Wilson
East.
Description of Land
The area is bounded by Leach Highway, Manning Road, Fern Road and the Canning River.
The Project involved the Design, installation and commissioning of an underground Electricity Supply Distribution System. The Project
included the conversion of all existing Overhead customer service connections to Underground between the property boundary and the
property building.
The City expected to spend total cost of $7,804,436 on this project, which was completed under budget in 2015 for a total cost of $7,308,092.
The City project was funded through funds borrowed and amounts paid in lump sum contributions from ratepayers within the scheme area. The
City has borrowed the sum of $2,476,754 for a term of 10 years to fund the above project.

The Loan repayments for the 2015/2016 financial year amounts to $319,013 comprising of :
Interest Repayment
Principal Repayment

$93,289
$225,724
$319,013

The Service Charges imposed for the 2015/2016 financial year are defined as :
Annual
Annual
Description
Service Charge
Service Charge
Wilson East Underground Power Annual Charge
2014/2015
2015/2016
$
$
539.09
539.09
(WE1) Property with overhead external / internal power connection ($600)
476.98
476.98
(WE1B) Property with overhead external / internal power connection with
$100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
501.82
501.82
(WE2) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection ($300)
476.98
476.98
(WE2B) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $100 service charge due to multiple dwellings
470.77
470.77
(WE2C) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection with $50 service charge due to multiple dwellings
464.56
464.56
(WE3) Property with underground external / internal power connection ($0)
69.68
69.68
(WE3A) Property with underground external / internal power connection ($0)
with 85% discount (some overhead lines remain)
69.68
69.68
(WE3D) Property with overhead external and underground internal power
connection ($0) with 85% discount (the street has underground power)
1,003.64
1,003.64
(WEM2A) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external / internal
power connection ($600)
929.12
929.12
(WEM2C) Two dwellings on one property with overhead external / internal
power connection ($0)
139.37
139.37
(WEM2E) Two dwellings on one property with underground external / internal
power connection ($0) with 85% discount (some overhead lines remain)
2,824.61
2,824.61
(WEM6B) Six dwellings on one property with overhead external and
underground internal power connection ($300)
4,645.58
4,645.58
(WEM10C) Ten dwellings on one property underground external / internal
power connection ($0)
24,621.56
24,621.56
(WEM53C) Fifty-three dwellings on one property with underground external /
internal power connection ($0)
The service charge for the area described as Wilson East was imposed on property owners for the first time in the 2013/2014 financial year.
Property owners were given a once only opportunity to make a lump sum payment which would reduce the amount of loan funds to be raised,
or elect to make annual payments over a ten year period commencing in the 2013/2014 financial year.
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Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
48,311
76,754
76,754
281,506
483,325
(184,600)
(209,063)
(86,747)
(480,410)
2,915

(e)

Unspent / (Overspent) Balance Carried Forward
Borrowings Undertaken
Service Charge Raised - Lump sum
Service Charge Raised
Less Expenses
Payment to Western Power
Loan Repayment Principal
Loan Repayment Interest

Actual
2015/2016
$

0
0
0

319,034
319,034
0

Unspent/(Overspent) Balance Carried Forward

2,915
0

26,612
323,033
352,560
0

(225,709)
(93,325)
(319,034)

(225,724)
(93,290)
(319,014)

0

33,546

Property Surveillance and Security
Pursuant to Section 6.38(1) of the Local Government Act 1995 and Regulation 54 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations, a Service
Charge of $48 per property was imposed for the first time in 2013-14 for the provision of a 24 hour property surveillance and security service throughout the
City.
The Application of the service charge levied is summarised as follows:

Actual
2014/2015
$
1,910,046
3,200
1,913,246
(50,332)
(11,065)
0
0
(111,696)
(1,781,293)
(1,954,386)

Income
Service charge income ($48 per property)
Other income
Less Expenses
Subscriptions (CCTV/GPS)
Administration
CCTV and Community Safety Initiatives
Non Recurrent items
Vehicle operating and misc equipment replacement
Employee related expenditure

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
2,026,304
5,504
2,031,808

Actual
2015/2016
$
2,050,575
2,580
2,053,155

(60,675)
(15,200)
(44,250)
(75,000)
(125,126)
(1,809,507)
(2,129,758)

(35,286)
(13,925)
(30,647)
(15,948)
(125,382)
(1,812,419)
(2,033,607)

78,815

Unspent/(Overspent) Balance Brought Forward

100,000

37,675

37,675

Unspent/(Overspent) Balance Carried Forward

2,050

57,223
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INTEREST CHARGES FOR THE LATE PAYMENT OF RATES AND CHARGES

(1)

Pursuant to Section 6.51 of the Local Government Act and Financial Management Regulation 43(a) the City of Canning
imposed the following rate of interest applicable for the late payment of rates and service charges and applied as follows:
(a)

Where no election has been made to pay the rate charge by instalments due
(i)
(ii)

after it becomes due and payable;
or
35 days after the date of issue of the rate notice

which ever is the later.
(b)

Actual
2014/2015
$
151,523

Where an election has been made to pay the rate charge by instalments and an instalment remains unpaid
after its due and payable.
The rate of interest to apply is 10% and the estimated revenue from the imposition of the interest was
as follows:
Adopted
Budget
Actual
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$
Interest Charges for the late Payment of Rates Charged

165,000

165,225

(2)

Pursuant to Section 6.45 of the Local Government Act and Financial Management Regulation 43(c) the due dates of
each instalment was as follows:
28-August-2015
1st Instalment
30-October-2015
2nd Instalment
08-January-2016
3rd Instalment
11-March-2016
4th Instalment
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FEES AND CHARGES INFORMATION

(a)

In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 41, the estimates of total revenue from Fees and Charges for each
program are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

Actual
2015/2016
$

274,137
0
214,837
420,153
2,262,146
422,916
15,534,968
10,171,701
229,306
807,337
1,371,844

General Purpose Funding
Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

295,000
0
2,227,544
191,950
2,212,010
463,093
16,131,036
10,561,549
130,000
852,320
1,249,917

298,769
0
217,289
484,326
2,360,028
454,203
16,222,030
10,462,856
143,277
674,582
1,244,667

31,709,345

TOTAL FEES AND CHARGES

34,314,419

32,562,027
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(b)

Fees and Charges amended during the financial year are as follows:
There were no amendments during the year to Fees & Charges detailed in the original budget for 2015/2016.

(c)

Information about discounts, incentives, concessions and write offs
In accordance with Section 6.12 of the Local Government Act and Financial Management Regulation 42 the City of Canning
provided the following discounts, incentives and write-offs other than those applicable to Rates
Discounts
Sporting Club Discounts
A discount of 25% will be given to Clubs for Canning residents and/or ratepayers on fees charged to clubs for their seasonal use of grassed
sports grounds. Such discount is only to be given provided advice and details of residents and/or ratepayer status and number of club
members is received from each club by 15th May for winter sports and 15th November for summer sports each year. It is further required that
fees due are paid by 30th June and 31st December respectively. Such fee to apply to players fees only and not to fees or charges for change
rooms, electricity etc. or to GST requirements.
Employee Enhancement Scheme Discounts
The City of Canning has developed an Employment Enhancement Program, which is designed to assist employees in creating a work-life
balance to suit their individual needs. A component of the Employment Enhancement Program allows employees a 100% discount on
memberships at the Riverton and Cannington Leisureplexes.
Canning River Eco Education Centre
The City of Canning controls the Canning River Eco Education Centre which was completed during 2007/2008. The centre was constructed by
the State Government to assist the community in understanding the complexity of our river environments and to provide a venue from which
education programs could be facilitated and that members of the community could visit to appreciate the different aspects of the river. The
City is supports the increased community awareness of the river and has resolved at it Ordinary Council Meeting held on 22nd April 2008 to
provide free use of the centre to the Department of Environment and Conservation for its School Holiday Program "Nearer to Nature."

Actual
2014/2015
$
69,477
125,278
2,947
197,702

Actual
2014/2015
$
42,852

Discounts Allowed
Sporting Club Discounts
Employee Enhancement Scheme Discounts
Canning River Eco Education Centre
Total Value of Discounts Allowed

Actual
2015/2016
$
16,800
132,879
2,996
152,675

Actual
2015/2016
$
49,677

Total amount written off.
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INTEREST EARNED ON INVESTMENTS
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 49 the Earnings from Investments are summarised as follows:

Actual
2014/2015
$
901,144 General Account
0 Entry Contributions Canning Lodge
Reserve Funds
876,882 - Land and Buildings
292,440 - Aged Persons Homes
152,473 - Waste Management
80,207 - Insurance
217,339 - Infrastructure
43,463 Local Government Reform
4,612 Other - (Town Planning Scheme No 23 & 24)
25,638 Canning City Centre
205 Sustainability
0 Property Surveillance & Security Levy
2,594,403 TOTAL
17

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$
855,528
0

Actual
2015/2016
$
890,648
89,104

157,888
121,126
135,642
44,019
176,941
97,881
6,600
169,029
3,772
2,504

273,063
120,782
138,453
47,857
172,254
71,981
4,089
185,549
7,335
0

1,770,930

2,001,115

COUNCIL MEMBERS - FEES, EXPENSES AND ALLOWANCES
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 44 Fees, Expenses or Allowances paid to Council Members are summarised as follows:

Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$

0
0
184,263
3,880

-Annual Attendance Fee
Councillor (11) - $30,900 per annum
Mayor
-$46350 per annum
Commissioner Remuneration
Audit Advisory Group Expenses

217,567
32,635
62,308
5,000

0
0
0
0

- Telecommunication, Travel and Information Technology Allowance
- Information and Communication Technology
24,644
(*reg 5.99A, as determined by SAT)
-Telecommunication Allowance - $2,400pa per member
0
-Information Technology Allowance - $1,000pa per member
0
-Travel Expenses
5,000
-Other Re-imbursements
0

0
0

-Annual Local Government Allowance
-Mayor
-Deputy Mayor

8,966

61,644
15,411

Actual
2015/2016
$

217,318
16,299
62,481
1,284

27,078
0
0
1,708
1,636

61,574
13,589

Local Government elections held on 17 October 2016 returning the city of Canning to elected council representation. Commissioners Steven
Cole (Chair), David Gray and Steve Smith appointment ended on 20 October 2016.
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DEPRECIATION ON NON-CURRENT ASSETS
The Depreciation charge included in the Financial Statements are summarised as follows:
Adopted
Budget
2015/2016
$

Actual
2014/2015
$
852,667
136,588
21,284
552,556
368,932
1,086,002
6,162,196
9,387,436
15,137
1,431,996

Governance
Law, Order, Public Safety
Health
Education and Welfare
Housing
Community Amenities
Recreation and Culture
Transport
Economic Services
Other Property and Services

20,014,794 TOTAL
19

Actual
2015/2016
$

617,038
113,687
21,930
418,758
161,241
832,493
4,849,934
9,319,205
13,272
1,238,188

872,354
159,843
25,995
584,963
374,065
1,205,523
5,897,796
9,975,952
15,199
1,496,783

17,585,746

20,608,473

MAJOR LAND TRANSACTIONS
The City is carrying out the subdivision of Lot 502,Part lot 72 and Part Lot 501 Ranford Road, Canning Vale which will create an attractive
residential environment that has due regards to the physical attributes and can be effectively linked into the adjoining Waratah Estate.
The subdivision comprises of 15.7ha of land and will result in the creation of 137 residential home sites.
The subdivision incorporates a "Conservation Dampland" as Public Open Space, which must be protected in accordance with the conditions
set by Environment Australia, which gave approval to the Subdivision in May 2003.
A Business Plan was prepared in accordance with Section 3.59 of the Local Government Act 1995.
A flora and vegetation survey of the site was undertaken in September 2001 by the City's environmental consultants ATA Environmental,
emphasis was placed on identifying and recording the location of any declared rare flora (DRF). The survey revealed declared rare flora was
located on part of the site, resulting in the Subdivision being amended to protect the DRF. The City has received the necessary approvals for
the Subdivision from Department of Conservation and Land Management (WA) and Department of Environment and Heritage (formerly
Environment Australia).
All 137 lots have now been sold. Council resolved at its Ordinary Meeting held on 5 March 2013 (Report CE-054-13) to Auction the remaining
42 lots. This was undertaken on 23 March 2013.
Adopted
Actual
Budget
Actual
2014/2015
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
Programme: Other Property and Services
$
$

4,477

Expenditure:
Ranford Road Residential Subdivision

4,477
4,477

Funding
Transfer from Land and Building Reserve Fund

4,477

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The City will be seeking expressions of interests towards the sale the Canning Aquatic Centre site in Bentley and transit orientated
development site at the corner of Cecil Avenue and Lake Street. These sale transactions are expected to generate $1.2m and $1.31 million
respectively in sale
proceeds.
Actual
2014/2015
$

Budget
2015/2016
$

Programme: Other Property and Services

0
0

Expenditure:
Transfer to Bentley Regeneration Reserve
Transfer to City Centre Reserve

0
0

Funding
Proceeds from Sale of Land

0
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Actual
2015/2016
$

1,200,000
1,310,400

0
0

2,510,400

0

2,510,400

0

2,510,400

0

20

TRADING UNDERTAKINGS
Council did not participate in any trading undertakings.

21

CAPITAL AND LEASING COMMITMENTS
Council did not have any Capital or Leasing Commitments.

22

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS

(a)

Financial Assets and Liabilities
The City held the following Financial Assets and Liabilities as at 30th June.

2014/2015
Carrying
Fair
Value
Value
$
$

(b)

2015/2016
Carrying
Fair
Value
Value
$
$

57,855,214
6,283,470
64,138,684

Financial Assets
57,855,214 Cash and Cash Equivalents
6,283,470 Trade Receivables-Current
64,138,684

55,212,276
4,798,771
60,011,047

55,212,276
4,798,771
60,011,047

16,742,573
2,385,426
10,717,868
29,845,867

Financial Liabilities
16,742,573 Accounts Payable - Current
2,385,426 Borrowings - Current
10,086,851 Borrowings - Non Current
29,214,850

11,885,345
2,477,394
8,240,459
22,603,198

11,885,345
2,477,394
7,931,115
22,293,854

Interest Rate Risk
The following table details the City of Canning’s exposure to interest rate risks as at 30th June 2016.
Average
Interest
%

Current
$

Financial Assets
Cash
Investments
Trade Receivables-Current

Financial Liabilities
Accounts Payable - Current
Borrowings

1.40
3.05

3.99

Non-Current
$

Non
Interest
Bearing
$

Total
$

14,691,266
40,505,500
0
55,196,766

0
0
0
0

15,510
0
4,798,771
4,814,281

14,706,776
40,505,500
4,798,771
60,011,047

0
2,477,394
2,477,394

0
8,240,459
8,240,459

10,210,866
0
10,210,866

10,210,866
10,717,853
20,928,719

(c)

Council does not have any material credit risk exposure to any single debtor under any financial instruments
entered into.

(d)

The aggregate net fair values and carrying amounts of financial assets and financial liabilities are disclosed in the notes
to and forming part of the Annual Financial Statements.
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(e)

Investment of Council Funds:
The Council's Investment Policy (AF306) was reviewed during 2014/15. In part, policy states the following;
Council funds may be invested in one or more of the following approved financial products:
- Fixed Term Deposits
- Commercial Bank Bills
- Government Bonds
- Town Planning Schemes - Public Open Space Acquisition
Council's Policy allows for funds to be invested with the following financial institutions:
- Licensed Australian Banks with current long term Standard and Poors (S&P) rating of BBB or better that are Approved Deposit-Taking
Institution (ADI's) as defined under the Banking Act 1959
- Bonds Issued and guaranteed by the Commonwealth, State or Territory Government
- Town Planning Schemes - Public Open Space Acquisition
- Western Australian Treasury Corporation
The City's investments are conducted in accordance with the above policy and it is intended that all investments will be held until their
maturity.

(f)

Credit Risk
The City's receivables are classified as Rates and Annual Charges, Interest, Goods and Services Tax and General Debtors. Rates and Annual
Charges are charges that are considered as charges against the property and as such are considered being secured by the Property to which
they relate. The City accounts for Interest as part of its receivables as and when investments are made and a commitment from Financial
Institutions is received for payment of the investment earnings. Good and Services Tax represents monies owed by the Australian Taxation
Office to the City. The City's General Debtors include receivables for goods and services provides to members of the community, government
departments and businesses. The City has exposure to credit risk in that debtors may not be able to meet their commitments to repay debts.
The City reviews its outstanding debts regularly and commences a variety of recovery techniques in accordance with its Debt Recovery
Procedures. The City reviews outstanding debts annually and provides a provision should debts become doubtful.
2014/2015
Current
Non
Current
$
$
1,269,784
545,864
2,254,367
0
331,739
1,746,203
6,147,957

636,083
4,894,830
0
1,241,477
0
0
6,772,390

2015/2016
Current
Non
Current
$
$
Financial Assets
Rates and Annual Charges
Under Ground Power
Interest
TPS 21
Goods and Services Tax
General Debtors

1,976,667
607,412
0
0
244,802
1,969,890
4,798,771
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660,134
3,783,337
0
2,684,775
0
0
7,128,246

(g)

Market Risk
The City has investments in Financial Instruments that are subject to interest rate risk in that future cash flows may fluctuate because of changes
in market interest rates.
Actual
2014/2015
$
859,074
2,147,684

Actual
2015/2016
$
656,103
1,640,258

Impact of 1% Movement in Interest Rates on Investment Earnings (+/-)
Impact of 2.5% Movement in Interest Rates on Investment Earnings

The City has investments in Financial Instruments that may be subject to market rate risk in the event that the investments are not held to
maturity. The City's investments comprise;
Total
Investments
2014/2015
$
54,482,900
54,482,900

(h)

Total
Investments
Current
Non Current
2015/2016
$
$
$
40,505,500
0
40,505,500
40,505,500
0
40,505,500

Term Deposits

Liquidity Risk
Payable and borrowings are both subject to liquidity risk - that is the risk that insufficient funds may be on hand to meet payment obligations as
and when they fall due. Council manages this risk by monitoring its cash flow requirements and liquidity levels and maintaining an adequate
buffer. Payment terms can be extended and overdraft facilities drawn upon if required.
The maturity analysis for the City's financial liabilities is detailed as follows;
Less than
1 year
$

1 to 5
years
$

Greater than Contractual
5 years
Value
$
$

Carrying
Value
$

Financial Liabilities
Accounts Payable - Current
Borrowings - Principal
Borrowings - Interest

11,885,345
2,477,394
402491
14,765,230

0
7,183,505
713740
7,897,245
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0
1,056,954
58307
1,115,261

11,885,345
10,717,853
1174538
23,777,736

11,885,345
10,717,853
0
22,603,198
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(a)

POSITION AT COMMENCEMENT OF FINANCIAL YEAR

DETERMINATION OF SURPLUS / (DEFICIT) BROUGHT FORWARD AND CARRIED FORWARD
Adopted
ACTUAL
Budget
ACTUAL
2014/2015
2015/2016
2015/2016
$
$
$
Current Assets
57,855,214
5,703,088
131,675
5,460
63,695,437

Cash at Bank
Receivables
Stock on Hand
Prepaid Expenses

49,615,708
5,062,393
179,832
48,126
54,906,059

55,212,276
4,191,358
132,172
1,460
59,537,266

1,088,805
3,576,518
8,306,384
3,253,448
2,641,781

0
1,674,479
5,251,140
5,531,995
3,697,876

18,866,936

16,155,490

36,039,123

43,381,776

(36,039,151)
28
0

(36,805,855)
30
6,575,951

Less Current Liabilities
986,706
2,480,004
8,234,129
5,859,221
3,599,659

Interest Received in Advance
Income Received in Advance
Accounts Payable
Accrued Annual Leave
Accrued Long Service Leave

21,159,719

42,535,718
0
(38,138,775)
28
4,396,972

SURPLUS OF CURRENT ASSETS OVER
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Add Back Non Current Investments
Less Cash Backed Reserves and Restricted Funds
Rounding
OPENING/CLOSING FUNDS

(b) STATEMENT OF RECONCILIATION OF NET CURRENT ASSETS BROUGHT FORWARD
In accordance with Financial Management Regulation 36(1)(b) the following reconciliation is provided between the Net Current Assets carried
forward from the previous financial year, compared to the Net Current Assets detailed in the 2015/2016 Annual Budget.

Net Current Asset detailed in the 2015/2016 Annual Budget
Net Current Assets Brought Forward as at 1st July 2015
Variance - Surplus / (Deficit)

$3,363,933
$4,396,972
$1,033,039
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION BY RATIO
2013/2014
Current Ratio
Asset Sustainability Ratio
Debt Service Cover Ratio
Operating Surplus Ratio
Own Source Revenue Coverage Ratio

1.24
0.56
4.38
-0.06
0.77

2014/2015

2015/2016

1.05
0.50
2.06
-0.16
0.73

0.93
0.53
4.32
-0.09
0.78

The above ratios are calculated as follows:
Current Ratio

Current Assets minus Restricted Assets
Current Liabilities Minus Liabilities Associated with Restricted Assets

Debt Service Cover Ratio

Annual Operating Surplus Before Interest and Depreciation
Principal and Interest

Own Source Revenue Coverage Ratio

Own Source Operating Revenue
Operating Expense

Operating Surplus Ratio

Operating Revenue minus Operating Expense
Own Source Operating Revenue

Asset Sustainability Ratio

Capital Renewal and Replacement Expenditure
Depreciation

RATIO INFORMATION
The following information relates to those ratios which only require an attestation they have been checked and are supported by verifiable
information.
2013/2014
Asset Consumption Ratio
Asset Renewal Ratio

0.62
1.22

2014/2015

2015/2016

0.62
1.29

The above ratios are calculated as follows:
Asset Consumption Ratio

Depreciated Replacement Cost or Depreciable Assets
Current Replacement Cost of Depreciable Assets

Asset Renewal Funding Ratio

NPV of Planned Capital Renewals over 10 Years
NPV of Required Capital Renewals over 10 Years
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0.61
1.33
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TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES
Receivables due to the City include the following:
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$
796,239
24,548
2,706
262,094
2,229
21,395
193,241
4,080,719
(55,591)
375,508
176,502
178,171
225,709
6,283,470
565,732
92,243
1,268,034
1,280,023
1,842,708
5,048,740

ACTUAL
2015/2016
$
Current
Rates
Security Levy
Instalment Administration Fee
Sanitation
Swimming Pool Charges
Underground Power
Private Works
General
Less Provision for Doubtful Debts
Goods and Services Tax
Under Ground Power Debtors - Wilson West
Under Ground Power Debtors - Bentley East
Under Ground Power Debtors - Wilson East

1,632,782
39,093
2,900
268,715
2,492
30,686
11,869
1,978,936
(20,915)
244,802
185,627
187,382
234,403
4,798,771

Non Current
Rates Outstanding-Pensioner Deferred
ESL Outstanding-Pensioner Deferred
Under Ground Power Debtors - Wilson West
Under Ground Power Debtors - Bentley East
Under Ground Power Debtors - Wilson East

563,880
96,254
1,082,407
1,092,641
1,608,289
4,443,471

Deferred pensioners rates represent amounts owing by pensioners who have chosen to defer the payment of their rates in accordance with the
Rates and Charges (Rebates and Deferments) Act 1992.
26

INVENTORIES
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$
131,675

ACTUAL
2015/2016
$
Comprises of Construction Materials, Fuels and Consumables

All stock on hand at balance date has been valued at cost.
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132,172
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DEVELOPMENT COSTS
Development costs represent preliminary expenditure on Town Planning Schemes financed by the City.
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$
1,992,613
1,992,613
(25,479)
(247,329)
(272,808)
1,719,805

ACTUAL
2015/2016
$
Development costs to be recovered
Town Planning Scheme No 21

2,957,583
2,957,583

Development costs over recovered
Town Planning Scheme No 29
Town Planning Scheme No 38
TOTAL DEVELOPMENT COSTS RECOVERABLE

The following table shows breakdown of current and non-current potion of development cost receivable:
Amount recoverable within 12 months (Current)
Amount recoverable after 12 months (non-current)

(25,479)
(247,329)
(272,808)
2,684,775

317,371
2,367,404
2,684,775

Town Planning Schemes 21
Recovery of Costs are subject to as and when participants in the Schemes subdivide their land holdings in accordance with the relevant
Scheme Texts and Maps.
Town Planning Schemes 29 and 38
Further costs are to be incurred in relation to the Schemes, the Over Recovery of Scheme Costs is considered temporary.
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TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$
1,030,913
1,449,091
986,706
3,466,710

1,211,029
2,799,792
9,265,042
13,275,863
16,742,573
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ACTUAL
2015/2016
$
Income Received in Advance
Crossover Construction Fees
Other
Interest Received in Advance
Sub Total

1,184,865
489,614
0
1,674,479

Accounts Payable
Kerb and Footpath Deposits
Canning Lodge Accommodation Bonds
Materials, Goods and Services Received (General Creditors)
Sub Total

991,169
2,783,692
6,436,005
10,210,866
11,885,345

PROVISIONS
Provisions for employees’ entitlements at balance date are as follows:
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$

ACTUAL
2015/2016
$

5,859,221
3,599,659
9,458,880

Current
-Accrued Annual Leave
-Accrued Long Service Leave
Sub Total

5,531,995
3,697,876
9,229,871

890,690
890,690

Non Current
- Accrued Long Service Leave
Sub Total

912,950
912,950

10,349,570

10,142,821

Accrued Long Service Leave Liability has been calculated under the provisions of AASB 119 and in accordance with the provision of the Local
Government (Long Service Leave) amendment Regulations 1983.
In addition to the above entitlements, Council’s Policy provides for the following:
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(i)

The provision of a watch, suitably inscribed, the value of which (together with engraving costs) is not to exceed $200.00, to those officers or
employees who have completed ten (10) years service with the Municipality.
The provision of a watch, suitably inscribed, the value of which (together with engraving costs) is not to exceed $400.00, to those officers or
employees who have completed twenty-five (25) continuous years service with the Municipality.
Alternatively, a recipient may make a written request to the Chief Executive Officer for a donation to be made (in lieu of the watch) to a
recognised charity of their choice.
Council’s yearly liability is estimated at up to $3,000 and considered immaterial and has not been brought into account in these statements.

(ii)

The provision of a gratuity, as a token of appreciation, to officers and employees who are retiring as follows:
Upon resignation, termination or retirement of an Employee, Council shall as a token of appreciation as recognition for
years of continuous service, provide the following:
The payment made shall be the greater of:
(i) Prior to completion of ten (10) years service - Benefit Nil.
(ii) On completion of ten (10) years service - Benefit - One days salary.
(iii) On completion of eleven (11) years service and above - Benefit - One days salary plus 75% of a day's salary for each
completed year of service over ten (10) years
or
(iv) On completion of twenty (20) years to twenty nine (29) years of service - Benefit - $7,500 subject to the employee
having accumulated sick leave entitlement, to the extent not taken to a total of not less than 75% of the maximum sick
leave which can be accumulated.
or
(v) On completion of thirty (30) years and above - Benefit - $15,000 subject to the employee, having accumulated sick
leave entitlement to the extent not taken to a total of not less than 75% of the maximum sick leave which can be
accumulated.
(vi) A Pro-rata payment shall apply for part time employees.
(viii) Any further recommended payments must be referred to Council for approval.
(viii) The Chief Executive Officer shall use his or her discretion to waive any rights to the above benefits in cases where
an employee is dismissed by Council for reasons of misconduct or unsatisfactory work performance.

(iii) Contract of Employment - Executive Officers and Managers.
The City has entered into Contracts of Employment with its five Executive Officers and twenty three Managers (28 Officers).
In the event that the City has not agreed to employ the Officers after the expiration of the Contract period (5 years), a liability
may arise as follows:
(a)

If the Officer is under the age of 45 years at the time employment is terminated, 30% of the annual current cash salary, less any
applicable tax shall be paid;
or

(b)

If the Officer is 45 years of age but under 55 years of age at the time employment is terminated, 40% of the annual current
cash salary less any applicable tax shall be paid;
or

(c)

If the Officer is 55 years of age or over at the time employment is terminated, 50% of the annual current salary, less any
applicable tax shall be paid.
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ROSSMOYNE AND WILSON RETIREMENT VILLAGES-RESIDENTS’ EQUITY
The Resident’s Equity in the Villages amounted to $5,855,577 which is in exchange for their life occupancy of the Units.
The Resident’s Equity is summarised as follows:
ACTUAL
2014/2015
$
6,321,077 Resident’s Equity Opening Balance
(309,700) PLUS Capital Gain on the re-allocation of Units
6,011,377 Resident’s Equity Closing Balance

ACTUAL
2015/2016
$
6,011,377
(155,800)
5,855,577

Resident equity is classified as a current liability in accordance with Australian Accounting Standards, however historically the council expects
the majority of this liability to be extinguished in a period greater than 12 months.
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TOWN PLANNING SCHEMES

(a)

With Overdraft Facility
Statement of Revenue and Expenditure
For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
DESCRIPTION

TP23
$

Revenue
Valuation
Scheme Income
Interest on Investments
Reimbursement - Drainage Construction

0
0
3722
0
3,722

0
0
4,089
0
4,089

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

367

3,722

4,089

Bank Balance As At 01.07.15

14,288

141,809

156,097

Bank Balance As At 30.06.16

14,655

145,531

160,186

Deficit/Surplus Represented by:
Assets
- Cash At Bank
- Investments

2,655
12,000

4,032
141,500

6,687
153,500

NET ASSETS OVER LIABILITIES

14,655

145,532

160,187

Net Income Over Expenses

Town Planning Scheme No 23
The Overdraft facility was established in August 1973 for the sum of $500,000.
Purpose - Implementation of Guided Development Town Planning Scheme No. 23.

(ii)

TOTAL
$

0
0
367
0
367

Expenses
Road Construction
All other Brown Roads
Cycleways
Valuation Expenses
Legal Expenses

(i)

TPS24
$

Town Planning Scheme No. 24
The Overdraft facility was established in October 1976 for the sum of $400,000.
Purpose - Implementation of Guided Development Town Planning Scheme No. 24.
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(b)

With No Overdraft Facility
Statement of Revenue and Expenditure
For the Year Ended 30 June 2016
DESCRIPTION

Revenue
Contributions - Valuation Fees
Contributions - Scheme Costs

TPS21
$

TOTAL
$

0
0

0
0

39,009
354,949

0
(38,394)
0
0
(1,320,534)

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
(38,394)
0
0
(1,320,534)

(964,970)

0

0

(964,970)

Funds Advanced As At 01.07.15

(1,992,613)

25,479

247,329

(1,719,805)

Funds Advanced As At 30.06.16

(2,957,583)

25,479

247,329

(2,684,775)

2,957,583

0

0

2,957,583

0

(25,479)

(247,329)

(272,808)

2,957,583

(25,479)

(247,329)

2,684,775

Funds Advanced by Municipality

Represented by:
Assets
- Development Costs Capitalised
Liabilities
- Development Cost Over Recovered
NET ASSETS OVER LIABILITIES
JOINT VENTURES
The City had no joint venture as at the end of financial year.
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TPS38
$

39,009
354,949

Expenses
Underground Power
Valuations
Legal Costs
Roadworks Abutting POS
Land Acquisition - Orange Roads
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TPS29
$

CONTINGENT LIABILITY
The City did not have any contingent liability as at the year end.
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FAIR VALUE MEASUREMENT
The City measures the following non current assets on a recurring basis:
Land and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Plant and Equipment
The following table provides the fair values of the City's non current assets measured and recognised on a recurring
basis after initial recognition and their categorisation within the fair value hierarchy:

Level 1
Land
Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Plant and Equipment
Infrastructure - Roads
Infrastructure - Footpath & Cycleways
Infrastructure - Drainage
Infrastructure - Bridges
Infrastructure - Recreation Facilities
Infrastructure - Other

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Level 1
Land
Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
Plant and Equipment
Infrastructure - Roads
Infrastructure - Footpath & Cycleways
Infrastructure - Drainage
Infrastructure - Bridges
Infrastructure - Recreation Facilities
Infrastructure - Other

(a)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2015/2016
Level 2
0
40,187,590
0
9,694,493
0
0
0
0
0
0
49,882,083
2014/2015
Level 2
0
36,898,770
0
10,402,856
0
0
0
0
0
0
47,301,626

Level 3
74,348,300
83,914,431
1,855,150
0
329,749,365
33,940,333
69,545,880
14,617,716
63,671,361
5,782,463

Total
74,348,300
124,102,021
1,855,150
9,694,493
329,749,365
33,940,333
69,545,880
14,617,716
63,671,361
5,782,463

677,424,999

727,307,082

Level 3
0
90,035,127
1,835,081
0
325,791,116
33,359,931
69,560,938
14,981,703
61,925,688
5,193,146
602,682,730

Total
0
126,933,897
1,835,081
10,402,856
325,791,116
33,359,931
69,560,938
14,981,703
61,925,688
5,193,146
649,984,356

Transfers Policy
The policy of the City of Canning is to recognise transfers into and transfer out of the fair value hierarchy levels as at the
end of the reporting period. There were no transfers in and out of Levels 1, 2 or 3 measurements.

(b)

Highest and Best Use
There were no assets valued where it was assumed that the highest and best use was other than their current use.

(c)

Valuation techniques and inputs used to derive fair values
The following table summaries valuation inputs and techniques used to determine the fair value for each asset class.

Asset Class

Level of
Valuation
Input

Fair Value at
30 June 2016

Valuation
Technique(s)

Inputs Used

Land

3

74,348,300 Cost Approach

Price per square metre

Buildings

2

40,187,590 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount
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Asset Class

Level of
Valuation
Input
3

Fair Value at
Valuation
30 June 2016
Technique(s)
83,914,431 Cost Approach

Inputs Used
Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Furniture and Equipment

3

1,855,150 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Plant and Equipment

2

9,694,493 Market Approach

Make, size, year of manufacture
and condition.

Infrastructure - Roads

3

329,749,365 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Infrastructure Footpath &
Cycleways

3

33,940,333 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Infrastructure - Drainage

3

69,545,880 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Infrastructure - Bridges

3

14,617,716 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Infrastructure Recreation
Facilities

3

63,671,361 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Infrastructure - Other

3

5,782,463 Cost Approach

Estimates of residual value, useful
life, pattern of consumption and
asset condition and relationship
to the assessed level of
remaining service potential of the
depreciable amount

Total

727,307,082
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Recurring fair value measurements
In order to estimate the price implied by the appropriate basis of value, the valuer will need to apply one or more
valuation approaches. A valuation approach or method refers to generally accepted analytical methodologies that are
in common use.
Land
Level 2 inputs refer to a comparative approach that considers the sales of similar or substitute properties and related
market data, and establishes a value estimate by processes involving comparison. In general, a property being valued
(a subject property) is compared with sales of similar properties that have been transacted in the market. Listing and
offerings may also be considered.

Level 3 inputs are used to value land held in freehold title as well as land used for special purposes that are restricted in
use under current zoning rules (i.e. Commercial, Recreation or Parks). Professional judgement from a registered
valuer, was engaged to investigate land value within a wider a general area of the region, where traditionally land
values are at their lowest. The appropriate sales of this marginal land was then applied to the subject property after
making due allowances for location, size and utility. The most significant inputs in this valuation approach were price
per square metre.
Buildings
The City's building and improvement assets are considered to be of a "specialised nature" (non - market type
properties which are not readily traded in the market place), such assets valued by a professionally qualified registered
valuer using the cost approach. This approach is commonly referred to as the depreciated replacement cost (DRC).

The "DRC" approach considers the cost (sourced from cost guides such as Rawlinson's, Cordell, professional quantity
surveyors and recent construction costs for similar projects throughout Western Australia) to reproduce or replace
similar assets with an asset in new condition, including allowance for installation, less an amount for depreciation in the
form of accrued physical wear and tear, economic and functional obsolescence. The depreciation consists of a
combination of unit rates based on square metres and quantification of the component parts of the asset. Other inputs
(i.e. remaining useful life, asset condition and utility) required extensive professional judgement and impacted
significantly on the final determination of fair value. Therefore all the City's building and improvements assets were
classified as having been valued using Level 3 valuation inputs except Cannington Leisureplex which was valued using
level 2 input. The construction of leisureplex was completed in late 2012 and the actual cost of construction formed the
basis of valuation for Cannington Leisureplex.
Furniture and Equipment
The City's furniture and equipment were valued by a professionally qualified registered valuer, using the cost approach
to determine amounts for replacement with new value, less an amount for depreciation due to physical wear and tear,
economic and functional obsolescence. Market research has been carried out into costs for the same or similar assets
from manufacturers, agents and or suppliers. Where information is not available to source the replacement cost of an
asset due to the specialised nature or the asset being purpose built, the replacement cost of the asset has been
established by applying quantity surveying techniques in breaking down the components of the asset. Construction
rates (sourced from various cost guides such as Rawlinson's, Cordell's, Quantity Surveyors, material suppliers,
construction companies etc.) have been used as the basis for replacing assets.
Plant and Equipment

Plant and equipment assets were revalued as at 30 June 2016 as part of the mandatory requirements embodied in Local
Government (Financial Management) Regulation 17A. Any accumulated depreciation reflects the usage of service
potential, it is considered that the recorded written down values approximate fair values. Thus, the value of the class of
assets in the City's asset register is considered to be in accordance with Local Government (Financial Management)
Regulations 17A(2) which requires these assets to be shown at fair value. Plant and equipment will be revalued during
the year ended 30 June 2016 in accordance with the mandatory asset measurement framework detailed at Note 1.3.0.
Most plant and equipment assets are generally valued using the market and cost approach using comparable sales and
relevant industry market price reference guides, and have been classified as being valued at Level 2 of the fair value
hierarchy. The most significant inputs into this valuation approach are the make, size, year of manufacture and
condition.
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Infrastructure Assets

In accordance with AASB13 and legislative requirements, the City carried out internal management revaluations of its
infrastructure assets as at 30 June 2015. These valuations were completed using the Cost Approach. This approach is
commonly referred to as the Depreciated Replacement Cost. The cost approach is deemed a Level 3 Input. The
valuations were coordinated, developed and prepared in-house and formed by establishing unit rates for infrastructure
replacement that consider labour cost, overhead costs, plant hire cost and materials. Sources as outlined below were
used to derive unit rates:
• Contract rates for materials based on current tenders with various suppliers.
• Internal knowledge from key operational stakeholders.
• Current charge out rates for internal labour activities.
• Current charge out rates for internal plant hire activities.
• Greenfield method was used to determine unit rates.

A comprehensive data audit was carried out at the end of financial year to include all assets created through capital
work programme. The completed new works were identified through financial transaction and verified through aerial
photography and field validation. Road network data is maintained in Roman II road management system which uses
RAMM GIS for graphical representation of the road network. Footpath Network data had been captured in MS Access
file system and loaded into Mapinfo tab file. Drainage network had been plotted into Microstation file and loaded on
City's intramap system. There is a reasonable level of confidence in terms of data accuracy of various infrastructure
assets. All other infrastructure assets are maintained on excel and updated for every additions / disposals as they occur.

Infrastructure assets for Parks assets is recorded in the operational asset register maintained on excel. The rates used
for the Parks data were obtained from several sources. For previous years valuations, an Excel spread sheet showing all
park development / infrastructure assets and current replacement costs has been used. These rates were indexed with
a factor of CPI for all parks development assets to derive current replacement cost of all parks assets. With respect to
Parks infrastructure assets the cost has been determined using Greenfield method using the current material, labour
and contract rates for development of parks.
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(d)

Quantitative Information about significant unobservable inputs and relationship to fair value
The following table summarises the quantitative information about the key significant unobservable inputs (level 3 fair
value hierarchy), the ranges of those inputs and the relationships of unobservable inputs to the fair value
measurements.
Description and Fair Value
as at 30 June 2016

Valuation
Technique(s)

Unobservable
Inputs

Land
($74,348,300)

Cost Approach Price per square
metre

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$7,434,830

Buildings and Improvements
($124,104,023)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$12,410,402

Furniture and Equipment
($1,746,649)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by $174,665

Plant and Equipment
($9,694,493)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by $969,493

Infrastructure - Roads
($329,749,365)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$32,974,937

Infrastructure - Footpath
($32,754,524)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$3,275,452

Infrastructure - Drainage
($69,545,879)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$6,954,588

Infrastructure - Bridges
($14,617,716)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$1,461,772

Infrastructure - Recreation
Facilities ($63,049,915)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by
$6,304,992

Infrastructure - Other
($5,782,563)

Depreciated
Replacement
Cost

Cost to
reproduce or
replace asset in
new condition,
less an amount
for depreciation

+/- 10%

A change of 10% would result in a
change in fair value by $578,256
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Range of Inputs
(probability weighted
average)

Relationship of unobservable
inputs to fair value

(e)

Valuation Processes

The City engaged an external, independent and qualified valuer to determine the fair value of the City's Land and
Buildings. The City and the valuer had regular discussions regarding the valuation methodology, assumptions,
completeness of asset data and asset information. The relevance of valuation methodology was reviewed with the valuer
to ensure that the valuations and the output from the valuer would be fully compliant with the related Accounting
Standards. In accordance with the mandatory asset measurement framework detailed at Note 1.3.0 the City prepare the
revaluation of its non current assets on a regular basis.
An annual assessment is undertaken to determine whether the carrying amount of the assets is materially different from
the fair value. If any variation is considered material, a revaluation is undertaken either by comprehensive revaluation
or by applying an interim revaluation using appropriate indices.
As at 30 June 2014 a comprehensive revaluation was undertaken by Integral Projects Pty Ltd of City's land assets and
MMJ Valuers of City's building assets.
The main Level 3 inputs used are derived and evaluated as follows:
Cost for land restricted in use (non saleable)

This is the cost estimate to replace the existing land if the City had to acquire is on the open market in competition with
other market participants. Because of the restricted nature and unique characteristics of this land, there was insufficient
market evidence of directly comparable sales. Professional judgement was used by the valuer who investigated land
value within a wider general area of the region where traditionally land values are at their lowest. The appropriate sales
of this marginal land was then applied to the subject property after making due allowances for location, size and utility.
This provided only a low level of comparability.
Relationship between asset consumption rating scale and the level of consumed service potential

Under the cost approach the estimated cost to replace the asset is calculated and then adjusted to take account of an
accumulated depreciation. In order to achieve this, the valuer determines an asset consumption rating scale for each
asset type based on legal and commercial obsolescence and the determination of the depreciation related assumptions
such as residual value, useful life and pattern of consumption of the future economic benefit. The consumption rating
scales were based initially on the past experience of the valuation firm and industry guides and were then updated to
take into account the experience and understanding of the City's own engineers, asset management and finance staff.
The results of the valuation were further evaluated by confirmation against the City's own understanding of the assets
and the level of remaining service potential.
(f)

Disclosed Fair Value Measurements
The following assets and liabilities are not measured at fair value in the statement of financial position, but their fair
values are disclosed in the notes:
- Borrowings
The following table provides the level of fair value hierarchy within which the disclosed fair value measurements are
categorised in their entirety and a description of the valuation technique(s) and inputs used:
Description

Note

Fair Value
Hierarchy Level

Valuation
Technique(s)

Inputs Used

Liabilities

Borrowings

7 & 22

2

Income approach
using discounted
cash flow
methodology

Current treasury
borrowing rates for
similar instruments

There has been no change in the valuation technique(s) used to calculate the fair values disclosed in the notes to the
financial statements.
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SEGMENT REPORTING
In accordance with the Aged Care Act 1997 and the Residential Care Subsidy Principles provided under this Act, Council
provides the following segment reporting relating to Residential Aged Care in relation to its services conducted at
Canning Lodge.
Residential
Aged Care
2015/2016
$

Current Year Information for Canning Lodge
Segment Expenses
Employee Costs
- Care Employees
- Other Employees
Materials and Contracts
Depreciation
Other

Other
Segments
2015/2016
$

Total
2015/2016
$

(1,718,207)

(58,021,779)

(59,739,986)

(422,816)
(122,982)
(74,845)

(28,605,608)
(20,485,491)
(9,373,342)

(29,028,424)
(20,608,473)
(9,448,187)

(1,511,220)
(206,988)

(2,338,850) (116,486,220) (118,825,070)
Segment Revenues
Fees and Charges
- Resident Charges
- Bond Retentions
Government Grants
Other
- Interest

834,466

31,801,414

32,562,027

1,334,609
89,104

14,734,698
71,142,585

16,033,441
71,232,543

2,258,179

117,678,697

119,828,011

(80,671)

1,192,477

1,002,941

3,587,066
1,648,851
5,235,917

56,874,984
732,640,494
789,515,478

60,462,050
734,289,345
794,751,395

(2,994,391)

(26,453,796)

(29,448,187)

(6,807)
(3,001,198)

(9,146,602)
(35,600,398)

(9,153,409)
(38,601,596)

2,234,719

753,915,080

756,149,799

0

5,854,023

5,854,023

802,279
32,187

89,104

Segment Result
Segment Assets
Current Assets
Non - Current Assets

Segment Liabilities
Current Liabilities
- Accommodation Bonds
Non - Current Liabilities

(2,783,692)

Net Assets for Segment
Acquisition of Property, Plant, Furniture and Equipment
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Prior Year Comparative information for Canning Lodge
Segment Expenses
Employee Costs
- Care Employees
- Other Employees
Materials and Contracts
Depreciation
Other

Residential
Aged Care
2014/2015
$

Other
Segments
2014/2015
$

Total
2014/2015
$

(1,621,238)

(50,609,688)

(60,811,175)

(362,229)
(122,873)
(107,310)

(26,600,773)
(17,040,427)
(12,188,471)

(30,286,663)
(20,014,794)
(11,777,199)

(1,444,041)
(177,197)

(2,213,650) (106,439,359) (122,889,831)
Segment Revenues
Fees and Charges
- Resident Charges
- Bond Retentions
Government Grants
Other
- Interest

760,613

29,709,020

31,709,345

1,298,743
89,958

13,225,128
63,420,593

17,991,275
63,743,286

2,149,314

106,354,741

113,443,906

(64,336)

(84,618)

(9,445,925)

4,618,019
1,776,059
6,394,078

69,938,562
637,249,527
707,188,089

64,275,819
732,781,159
797,056,978

(3,031,108)

(31,567,148)

(34,598,256)

(35,024)
(3,066,132)

(11,573,534)
(43,140,682)

(11,608,558)
(46,206,814)

3,327,946

664,047,407

750,850,164

36,339

9,237,194

9,273,533

735,167
25,446

89,958

Segment Result
Segment Assets
Current Assets
Non - Current Assets

Segment Liabilities
Current Liabilities
- Accommodation Bonds
Non - Current Liabilities

(2,799,792)

Net Assets for Segment
Acquisition of Property, Plant, Furniture and Equipment
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NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES
Actual
2014/2015
725

Actual
2015/2016
Number of Full time Equivalent Employees as at Balance Date

63

667
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Assets Classified by Program
Council’s Assets classified by Program are summarised as follows:
Program

Land

Buildings

$
Governance

Furniture
Plant
Infrastructure
and
and
Equipment Equipment
$
$
$

$

All
Other
Assets
$

Total
By
Program
$

0

12,764,488

655,260

224,848

0

12,080

13,656,676

1,143,607

709,558

57,020

268,480

0

412,625

2,591,290

0

294,720

0

0

0

122,377

417,097

Education &
Welfare

1,163,452

11,066,723

240,260

366,934

0

4,661,718

17,499,087

Housing

9,604,645

3,472,676

8,900

0

0

461,623

13,547,844

Community
Amenities

12,579,687

4,213,861

46,430

2,847,299

0

6,824,339

26,511,616

Recreation &
Culture

45,233,339

88,619,787

582,310

1,571,363

63,671,361

4,065,876

203,744,036

Transport

0

821,973

264,970

1,010,583

453,635,757

3,246,892

458,980,175

Economic Services

0

2,309,624

0

0

0

842,765

3,152,389

4,623,570

0

0

3,404,985

0

46,622,630

54,651,185

74,348,300 124,273,410

1,855,150

9,694,492

517,307,118

67,272,925

794,751,395

Law, Order &
Public Safety
Health

Other Property &
Services
TOTAL

64

